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nist Party in March.* The report
goes on to say:
As is the case during ail moments
of sericus decision there is confusion,
wavering and hesitation. There are
advances and retrests. There are
changes in alignments and positions.
There is :t fluiCity' and a loosening of
all old ties and positions. There is a
great deinand for leadership.

The truth of this observation is
being abundantly borne out by
events, above all in relation to questions of foreign policy and the issue
of peace. Here there has indeed been
a process of shifting of positions and
alignments-a process marked by
confusion and contradictions, and by

the emergence of new trends and
new difierentiations. The efiect of
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the spy-plane provocation and of the
subsequent collapse of the summit
conference even before it began has
been to quicken and deepen this
process. And if peace was the number one issue in the election cam-

to these events, it is
doubly so today.
The summit failure is, of course,.
a serious setback to the cause of

paign prior

peace and disarmament, and

it

has

had a jolting and upsetting impact
on all sections of the American people. It has created a heightened apprehension of the danger of war, but
at the same time a growing sense of
the urgency of restoring negotiations
for peace. Moreover, the events
Ieading up to it have disclosed the
alarming persistence of the "preventive war" meutality in our midst.
They have demonstrated how great
is the power still wielded by those
elements in the ranks of big business
and within the governmeni who are
determined to block agreement at all
costs-those elements with whom,
as the American people must come
to realize, the responsibility for torpedoing the negotiations rests.
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With regard to the election, these
events have had the immediate ef-

fect of shaking up the

situation

afresh, so that it is now in some respects more fuid than before. But
they are also serving to speed up the

crystallization

of more clearly de-

fined positions and alignments.
,k
rk {t
The debate on foreign Policy
which has been in progress for some
time in top business and Political
circles is rnotivated by a growing
awareness of the changed relationship

of world

forces and

of the

danger

of nuclear annihilation, and has been
spurred on by the increasingly eli-

dint trankruptcy of the Dulles
"brinkmanship" policies. It has not,

however, been in the main a debate
to whether the cold war should be
continued or ended; rather, the point
at issue has been how best to Pursue the aims of the cold war under
as

the new and more difficult conditions-whether to continue old
methods or seek new ones. In general, "peaceful coexistence" has continued to be regarded as synonymous with a state of cold war-o{
armed truce. In fact, Walter LiPPmann some months ago defined the
existing situation as simply a new
phase of the cold war. The idea
ihat peaceful coexistence means ending the cold war has aPPeared onlY

in embryo.

At the same time, the Partisan Political considerations engendered by
the election campaign have led to

dealing with the peace issue in terms

of what will win the election. And
in view of the growing popular
sentiment for peace, it was generally
{ound expedient to be at least on
record for disarmament.
The net efiect of these various
conflicting pressures has been a
jumble of confused, contradictory positions and the development o{ con-

ficts within the Republican and

Democratic Parties as well as between them-conflicts reflecting the
divisions within the ranks of monopoly capital itself. The course of
development, however, has difiered
greatly within the two parties.
Within the Republican Party, the
trend has been toward greater uniformity of line, and the internal conflicts have been increasingly pushed
b,eneath the surface. The GOP has
paraded itself as the "peace partyr"
seeking to capitalize anew on the role
of Eisenhower in ending the Korean
war, and on his invitation to Khrushchev and the resulting Camp David
talks.

Of course, everyone has been for
disarmament, although these protestations have invariably been accompanied by the .o"trrry assertion that
the country must remain armed to
the teeth and that even more funds
must be allocated to overcome lhe
"missile gap." Moreover, both Nixon
and Rockefeller, the main Republican presidential aspirants on the
scene, have throughout been firm
adherents of the Dulles "positions of
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strength" line and the sharpening

of world

tensions.

More and more, the weight of
the most rabid cold-war elements has
prevailed, and with this the policies

of the Eisenhower

Administration

have departed ever further from the

spirit of Camp David until, in the
words of one observer, the spirit of
Camp David was replaced with the

spirit of Sverdlovsk. The shooting

down of the spy plane near that city
and the subsequent stand taken by
the Eisenhorver Administration and

leading GOP figures are eloquent
testimony to the extent of that depar-

ture. But the plane provocation

was

only the climax of a series of episodes
indicating that the intention was not
to seek agreement with the Soviet
I^fnion, but rather to do everything
possible to prevent it. Among these

were such acts as the aggressive
treaty with Japan and proposals to
arm Adenauer Germany with nuclear weapons.
Columnist Marquis Childs, writing from Geneva (Neu Yorft Post,
May ro, 196o), calls attention to the
deliberate sabotage of the disarmament negotiations in progress for
the past eighteen months. The Soviet representativesr he states, "have
made one concession after another,
coming around time after time to the
'Western
view." But the efforts o{
the American negotiaror James J.
Wadsworth have been hamstrung

by the necessity of "fighting a rearguard action u,ith those in Washing-

ton who have been determined to
block any treaty."
-Then came the get-tough

of Vice

speeches

President Ni*on] S..retary
of State Herter and Under Secretary
of State Dillon on the Bedin question. And this was capped roon ,fter
by the provocative act of sending an
espionage plane across Soviet tirritory on the eve of the summit meetings, and by the open declarations
of Herter and Eisenhower-fully
concurred in by Nixon-that such
military incursions have been and
will continue to be the policy of the
United States governmint. ' In the
light of all this, plus the refusal to
make even the customary apology,
plus such added provocations ,, .i'tiing a world-wide militarv alert at the
very--opening of the conierence, it is
small wonder that Khrushchev concluded that negotiations were impossible.

These developments have had a
very damaging effect on the standing
of the Republican Party in the elec"tion campaign. Its ability to pose

as a "p.arty of- peace', has baan

pretty well shattered, and its

chances

of victory have been considerablv
lessened. The role of Nixon

situation

in this
is particularly worth not-

ing, since at this iuncture his nomi_
nation- as the Republican presidential
candidate seems almost certain. Ini-

tially, he sought to trade on the Dosition of Eisenhower and to play toth

sides

of the game. Howiver,

the

shifts which have taken place have

POI.ITICAL AFFAIRS
cut the ground from under this twofaced position, and today he stands
firmly-identified with the forces of
reaction and war.
,(
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more arms.

This contradiction aPPears re'
peatedly. The major Policy statement iisued by the Democratic Advisorv Council last December, for

Within the Democratic PattY, af' exarnple, is a hodgePodge of confairs have taken a different course. flicting positions. It attacks brinkHere a trend has been taking shaPe manship, but also accuses Eisenin open opposition to the diefiard hower of yielding to Soviet Prescold war line of Truman and Ache- sure. It questions the idea of Amer'
son, who have consistentlY oPPosed
any easing of tensions or compromise
with the Soviet Union.
Attacking the Eisenhower Admin-

istratio,n for not spending enough
on arms has for some time been the
chief stock-in-trade of the Democrats. And it has not been abandoned. It remains at the heart of
the Truman.Acheson Position and

o{ the views of such

Presiden'tial

aspirants as Symington or LYndon
fohnson. Kennedy has also stressed

this point, calling for more arms
even at the Price of higher taxes,

and Democrats generallY have continued to adhere to this Position.

However, under the Pressure o
the changed world Picture and the
mounting demand for Peace in this
country, a new element has been
injected. A new line. has emerged,
placing its main weight on the coniention that, a) there is no security
against des ruction except thromgh
disarmament, and b) that disarmament is a realistic possibility. Here
asain we encounter a contradictory

6sition, calling for

disarmament

and at the same time Pressing for

ican-soviet agreement, yet argues the
need for negotiating with the Soviet

Union. And so on. It is a reflection
of the conflict between the TrumanAcheson line and a more Positive
attitude to negotiation for disarma'
ment.

It winds up, however, with

the

following demand: "Establish and
maintain deterrent military power of
such character that the Sino-Soviet
leaders will have no doubt that an
attack on the United States wouldl
surely be followed by their own de-

struction." On the other hand, a
a few weeks later
by the Council's Advisory Committee on Scicnce and TechnologY decries the idea of an atomic stalematg
savins: "All-out nuclear war seems
.rot 5"ly possible but Probable as
long as we pursue our present military policies. . . ." The statement
statement issued

that "a major national
soal should be international disfrmament . . . at least to levels
concludes

which would make a sudden, devastating attack imPossible."
The leading advocate of a more
positive approach has been Adlai E.

We must, he wrote tions under Eisenhower as inadea dis- quate.
armed world as "the only fina1 What is the significance of these
answer to the threat of anni- conflicting positions, and how should
hilating war." (Foreign Affairs, this contradiction be viewed?
January, 1960.) He believes the So- To be sure, _nowadays nearly evStevenson.

some months ago, lvork fo'r

viet leaders are serious, that Khrush- eryone is "for disarrnament"' And to
chev means what he says. FIe sees be sure, not everyone who claims
hope for zrn end to the arms race to be for disarmament really wants
and for the achievement of "posi- 'it. As the recent events have so
tive cooperation." But meanwhile, strikingly shown, there are madhe insists, we must "make good the men in American ruling circles who
deficiencies in our defenses to
at least an equality of strength

keep still rely on

with

preparations for "massive retaliation," on hopes of build-

ing so superior a nuclear striking
the Russians."
Humphrey has expressed similar force that the Soviet Union can be
views bn disarmament, as have annihilated with comparative safety,
other Democrats such as Governors and whose verbal support of disWilliams of Michigan and Meyner armament is plainly insincere.
of New Jersey. But the most signifu _ It would be wrong, however, to
cant expression of this current is dismiss on such grounds all declaracontained in the policy statement on tions for disarrnament emanating
peace adopted at the Democratic from big business or political sources.
Mid*.rt Conference held in De- It would particularly be wrong to
troit in late March. The statement see in demands for negotiating in
declares that "an honorable and last- good faith nothing more than elecing peace is the paramount and tion-year political maneuvers, canouir-iidiog imperative of our time." celled out by the accompanying deIt calls attention to the Soviet mands for bigger and better arms
agreement in principle on many budgets. Ratler, this trend must be
points in the disarmament negotia- recognized as -being obi-ectively a
iions at Geneva. It urges that the shift in the direction of a peace
Soviet proposals be tested by seri- policy-a shift occasioned by the
ous, constiuctive counter-proposals, growing popular pressure as well as
and suggests that the allied ofiers the fear of nuclear destruction.
have been too limited. It concludes, The important element in the
however, by saying f-hat negotiations picture _is the emergence of the demust be based on "an equality of mand that negotiations with the Sostrength and bargaining powerr" viet Union be undertaken seriously
and 6y attacking niilitary prePara- and honestly, and that no effort be
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to reach agreement. This is
direct opposition to the cold-war
approach, prevalent in both parties,
which seeks at all costs to auoid
spared

in
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for the very contradictions, wavering
generated by the
shakeup over foreign policy create
a gready enhanced sensitivity to
popular sentiment in political circles.
To the degree that the people make
themselves heard on these questions,

and confusion

And it is a step leading
in the direction of liquidating the
cold war and seeking the "positive
cooperation" betwden the United tendencies to adhere to or comproStates and the Soviet Union of mise with the Truman-Acheson line
can be checked and the opposing
which Stevenson speaks.
Every,thing possible should be trend in the Democratic Party
done, therefore, to encourage and strengthened.
ir
strengthen this element and to
How has th. .I..ti]^ campaign
make it the central one. At the same
time, it is necessary to combat all been affected by the recent develproposals for more arms and all opments and the critical situation
which has been createdl
ideas of "negotiation from strengthr"
The initial reaction in most quarwhich lead in the direction of intensifying the cold war and stand trs was to call for national unity
in direct contradiction to any con- behind the President. But the difcept of serious, frui,tful negotiation ferences were only mornentarily
{or peace. Indeed, the Democrats submerged, and they quickly becannot escape their own share of gan to come to the surface. On the
responsibility for the summit de- one hand some of the die-hard cold
bacle precipitated by Eisenhower, warriors in Congress seized on the
to which they contributed not only occasion to push for a further sharp
through the support of the Truman- ening of world tensions. Thus,
Acheson wing to the entire double- Senator Styles Bridges, joined by a
dealing policy of the Administra- number of other Republican senation, but also through the general tors, lost no time in calling for a
Democratic advocacy of a stepped- resumption of spy flights over the
up arms race to overcome the "mis- Soviet Union. And it should be
sile gap." Only by relinquishing noted that up to this moment, such
such positions can the fight for fights remain the o,fficial policy of.
genuine negotia,tions be successfrrlly the government-temporarily susagreement.

waged.

What is most urgently required
is the exertion of ever greater mass
pressure. In a period like this, such
pressure can be unusudly effective,

pended. On the other hand, criticism

of the

Administration's conduct b,y
in Congress was not long

Democrats

in

coming. Almost

immediately,

there were hints at an investigation

of the plane incident "at an aPprc'
priate time." And within a few
days, a group of 38 Democratic
congressmen addressed

a

sharp; pointed questions

series of

to

Eisen-

hower.*
These actions are undoubtedly but

the forerunners o{ a large-scale attack on the Administration in general and on Eisenhower and Nixon
in particular, motivated in large
measure by the partisan political
considerations of the campaign. It
is, of course, only to be expected
that the Democrats should make
full use of the ammunition so richly
provided them by the stupidities of
the Eisenhower Administration. But
far more than partisan politics and
vote-getting are invotrved. What is
at stake is the peace of the world

and the fate of mankind. On this
score, voices of sanity are being
raised in a growing number of circles, expressing alarm at the increased threat to peace and calling
for a concerted effort to repair the
damage and restore summit negotiations.

he is bitterly critical of the Eisenhower Administration's actions as
having precip,itated the whole disaster. But what is most important
is his emphasis on the threat to
peace and the vital necessity of negotiation. His most basic indictment
of the Eisenhower Administration,
as, expressed

in a

speech

to

the

Democratic Party of Cook Countn
Illinois on May 19, is "thar they have
helped make successful negotiations
with the Russians-negotiations that
are vital to our survival-impossible
as lo,ng as they are in power." He
continues:

We cannot sweep this whole sorry
in the name of na-

rness under the rug

tional unity, We cannot and must not.
Too much is at stake. Rather we must
try to help the American people understand the nature of the crisis, to see

how rve got into this predicament,
how we can get out of it, and how
we can get on with the business of
improving relations and mutual confidence and buiiding a safer, saner
world in the nuclear age.
For in this age, unprecedented in

human history, all of us, Americans
Among the most outspoken is and Russians alike, have one common
Adlai E. Stevenson. Though he enemy. The enemy is the danger of
blames the actual wrecking of the rvar. We must defeat the enemy tosummit conference on Khrushchev, gether.
-11t."

this was written, the Democmtic Ad-

visoru Comitec has issued a policy statement
sharply attacking Eisenhower. The statement
shois'the sme ionflicts within the Comittee as
the arlier one cited above. Thus, it criticizes
Eisenhower for agreing to summit negotiatioos
without sufficient prelimincry acreeoremlrurelv.
'ment beini rached.
Yet it concludes by calling

for the eirliest possible renwal of

at all lsels,

negmiations

This stand has drawn down on
Stevenson all the wrath of the cold
war advocates, both in and out of

the Democratic Party. But it

has

won him the support of other infu-

ential Democrats, and

it

has also
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the elections, and has placed Steven-

of support to a policy of negotiation
for peace. In any case, with the precipitation of the crisis in foreign poL-

son

icy the issues are more clearly drawn,

offered a rallying point for popular
expression of the desire for peace in

in an entirely new light as a

potential presidential candidate. In
lact, a movement to promote his
candidacy at the grass-roots level has

begun to take shape. Heralded by
such steps as the write-in vote for
him in the Oregon primaries and
the organization of a mass petition

campaign for him in New York, it
bids fair to grow into a national
movement of maior proPortions in
the weeks ahead.
In this sense, the situation within
the Dernocratic Party has become
more fluid. The nomination of Kennedy is much less a foregone conclusion than it may have seemed
some months ago. Nor should we
foreclose on the possibility of shifts
in the position of Kennedy himself,
who cinnot simply be assigned to
the Truman-Acheson camP. Thus
under the pressure of events, and par-

ticularly the position of Stevenson,
he has spoken out for the ending of
flights, an apology to the USSR, and

the speedy resumption of negotiations. The endorsement of Symington's candidacy by Truman Provides
the base for an alignment of the coldwar forces. Given such a develoP
ment, the possibility is not excluded
of an alliance with the forces surrounding Lyndon fohnson, and of the

crystalliiation of an opposilg coalition cmbracing Stevenson, KennedY,
Humphrey and others on the basis

and it is already evident tha,t the
battle in the Democratic National
Convention will be a sharp one.
The key to its outcome lies not
so much in smoke-filled convention
rooms as it does in the hands of the

American people. And the question
is not one o[ popular support to this

or that

personality,

but of a

cam-

paign for mass support to a policy
of peace. To the extent that mass
backing of such a position is registered, the stand of all aspirants to the
nomination will be afiected, and both
the choice of a candidate and the position taken by that candidate will
be influenced.
Nor is the question one of Democrats versus Rqrublicans. As we
have indicated, there has been a conpeace issue in both par-

flict on the

ties. Flowever, it is in the Democratic Party that clearcut alternatives have emerged, offering a
means through which the people
can express their sentiment for
peace, including the millions who in
the past voted for Eisenhower. The
votes of these millions, which are
essential to a victory in November,
can be won only to the extent that
an alternative to a policy of war is
truly presented. And this, again, depends not only on the Democratic
leaders b,ut even more decisively on
the initiative of the people and their

organrzauons.

a new trend
to develop, and there are
growing signs of a break with the
Flowever, here too

has begun

df

In this, much depends on the
course which organized labor takes.
No small share of the guilt for the
summit fiasco falls on Meany and

his cohorts in the AFL-CIO leadership. The AFLCIO Conference
on World Afiairs held in New
York in April was a rigged afiair,
carefully planned by Meany's foreign-policy mentor |ay Lovestone
as a demonstration of all-out sup
port to the cold-war policies and for
a rigid "positions of strength" ap
proach to the summit negotiations.
Speaker after speaker declared in
efiect that no real agreement with
tlre Soviet Union is possible and that
a showdown is ultimately inevitable.
'The sole source of the war danger,
said Meany, is the Soviet Union.
Railway Clerksi president George
M. Harrison inveighed against a
mythical "Communist threat" of
"soviet world domination," intimating that this could be met only by
a fight to the finish. Under Secretary of State Dillon asserted that
'!we are determined to maintain our
presence in Berlin and to preserve its
ties with the Federal Republic."
Major General I. B. Medaris, former
commander of the U. S. Army Missile Agency, invoked the spirit of
"mas$ive retaliation" and the mul'
tiplication of nuclear weapons. And
so on. All this, obviously, was not
without efiect on what followed.

ultra-reactionary Meany line. Among
these are the decision of the Na-

tional Maritime Union to send a
by its president
Joe Curran to the Soviet Union;
delegation headed

pro-peace speeches in recent
months by Emil Mazey; the participation of labor leaders like
Knight of the Oil Workers and
Gorman of the Meat Cutters in the
Committee for a Sane Nuclear Poli"y; and more recently the part
played by Walter Reuther in the
inspiring Madison Square Garden
meeting held by that organization.
Even at the rigged conference,
voices of opposition broke through.
IIJE secretary-treasurer Al Hartnett
proposed from the floor that American labor leaders should "think of
including exchange meetings on a
constructive basis" with their Soviet

the

counterparts. Challenges were heard

also from James Carey and from
W'alter Reuther who, while calling
for "equality of strength as essen-

tial to

successful negotiationsr" also

of the great purfor which we must use this

stated that "one
poses

strength is to press for effective, universal, enforced disarmament."
So far labor has taken little open
part in the elections, and as this is

written the labor leadership generally has yet to speak out on the plane
incident and the summit. But it is

plain that the growth o[ this new
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in the election campaign are of the utmost imtrend and its expression
portance

to its

outcome.

Though peace is the number one
issue in the election campaign, it is
not an isolated issue. Others--civil
rights, medical care for the aged,
jobs, labor rights, etc.-are also basic
issues, each a focus of mass movement

and struggle in its own

right. At

the same time, each represents a par-

ticular facet of the general struggle
of the people against the common
foe-monopoly capital. The suuggles o4 these issues must therefore be

tied ifi.rrvith one another and with
the figfit for peace, and a campaign
must be waged for the adoption of
election platforms which combine
a positive stand on peace with a positive stand on other issues. In this
connection, a significant feature of
the Democratic Midwest Conference
was that its policy statement on peace
was accompanied by a statement taking a strong position on civil rights.
Such an approach serves to broaden
the movement and to bring greater

numbers into a common struggle,
thereby strengthening the 6ght for
peace as well as that on other issues.

Finally, it is necessary to approach
the building of mass support for
peace in the elections in terms of de-

veloping independent forms of political action within the framework

of the two-party system, and particularly at the grass-roots level. Only in
this way will it be possible to break

through the limitations imposed by
the machinery of the two-party system, to assure chanels for expression
of the people's will on peace, and to
lay the foundation for a more fundamental political realignment.
Clearly, the need for summit negotiations is no less urgent than before.

And the fight for

disarmament,

which the cold warriors would now
gleefully relegate to the dus -bin,
must be renewed and stepped up.

The present crisis of foreign policy
demonstrates the futility of trying to
solve anything in terms of continuing the cold war, of substituting one
cold-war policy for another. It demonstrates, more plainly than ever before, that the preservation of peace
and the achievement of peaceful coexistence means ending the cold war.
It is the task of Communists, while

participating in and helping to stimulate the development of all move-

ments

for

peace

IDTA

on existing

levels,

also to help the American people to

recogrize these truths and thus, in
the course of the election campaign,

to elevate the fight for peace and
peace{ul coexistence to a new level.

It is likewise their task to help tie
the fight for peace more closely to
struggles on other issues, and so build
the greatest possible popular unity.
And the Communist Party will strive
to advance all forms of independent
political action, looking toward a political party of the people, as well as
its own program and, where possible,
its own candidates'
May
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THE SUMMIT SMASH-UP

New Yorft Times entitled its lead editorial, "The
Heie ih. d..irir. organ of the United States ruling class presented the thesis almost unanimorisly being ofiered the American people:

on May
'

'W.recker."

1r8, 196o, the

The extraordinarv feature about this

conference-that-never-had-a-

for its failure can be laid objectively, uniqftly
and one nation, the very man and nition
man
on
one
and unequivocally
that have most loudly promulgated the idea of a "summit" as a panacea
for the ills of humanity.
chance is that responribitity

The Times then proceeded to prove its_ asserrion in th!1 -way: .the soviet
Premier was hypocritical in his passionate denunciarion of U.S. cspionage, for
he knows that'the seeking for intelligence is an activity pursued by all sovereign statesl the USSR al-so has violited the territo_ry_of other states by ,unau"thorized and secretive fights; in any case, the USSR knew such American
flights were being conducted for several years in the pa_st and had not hitherto
coirplained; and- the Soviet Premier placed impossible demands before the
practically constitut.d
ultimatum and that he
AmJrican President which 'that
"tnot be acceded to by any
the'demands could
knew, therefore, in advance
self-respecting Power. So much to buttress the assertion.
Thii line] typical of the dominant American press, from -the-staid Naar
Yorft Times to'the gangster-like New Yotft Daily News, recalls Thomas |efferson's assessment of the American press, written in a letter, |une rr, r8o7,
towards the close of his two Administrations:

It is a melancholy truth, that a suppression-of the press could not
more cornpletely depiive the nation of its benefits, than is done by its
abandoned prosiitution to falsehood. Nothing can now. be believed which
is seen in i newspaper. Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put
into that polluted vehicle . . . that man who never looks into a newspaper
is bettcr ihformed than he who reads thein; inasmuch as he who knows
nothing is nearer to truth than he whose mind is filled with falsehoods
and errors.
II
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The Times' assertion that the USSR has been guilty itself of similar violations of others' territory-which has been repeated in many American publications-is simply false. The President, himself, when asked ar a press conference whether or not the Soviet Union had engaged in such prictices replied that to his knowledge it had not. In fact the New Yorft Times itselt
(May rr, 196o), in a story written by |ack Raymond, began by saying that
such violative flights had been made by the USSR, but the substance of the
account said there had been no such flights over the continental United States,
none over Alaska, none or/er Hawaii or the Philippines, and none in W'estern
Europe, except in connection with checking of military flights by the Allies on
their way to and from Berlin. The story added that violation of American
naval waters also had been scrupulously avoided by the Soviet Union.
The Times' chiding the USSR for restrainr in terms of other violative
spying fights is a strange kind of argument. This flight occurred just before
the Summit; in this fight the pilot miraculously survived; moreover, even
in this flight, the original response of the USSR left wide open loopholes for
conventional disavowals and regrets. Furthermore, it is not true that the
9SSR had not p,reviogsly protested such fights; on the contrary, the New Yorft
Times i:selt published, May 6, tg6o, a list of 14 previous incidents, going bacli
to April 8, r95o, involving U.S. flight violations of Soviet territory and-all of
them drew official diplomatic protests and correspondence.
These flights and protests in fact were so common that they are mentioned

in- Harry _H. Ranso{r's study, Cental Intelligence and Nationol Security
(Harvard University Press, 1958, pp. z5-26):

A plane or sea craft crosses the Iron Curtain line, The purpose of
such provocations is to obtain intelligence about the nature of Russian
military defenses, tactical behavior, and communication procedures and
secret codes. Such provocations allegedly occur on land ind sea and in
the air. Thus it becomes clear that many of such incidents, often reported.-in ,_h. pl.ry as "unprovoked" Russian attacks upon Western
forces "accidentally" encroaching on Soviet territory, are inlidents deliberately provoked for intelligence purposes.

It

is true that Intelligence and counter-Intelligence work is and has been
conducted by all sovereign Powers throughout recorded history; where discovery is-made or is allegod, denial normally follows, or, if this is not possiblc

considered unwise, then
is rendered, those involved are punished
-apology
and.the- chapter is considered closed by mutual ag.r.eement. The cential thing
involved here, however, was not the existence of Intelligence work. Involved werJ
r) the question of timing, in that the fights of Apiil g-the
and May r came as
final preparations for the Summit were being made; z)
question of violation of territorial integrity in such a way and with such means that the victim
might well have read them to involve attack rdther than surveillance-both the

or
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violation and the mearu could only be considered as grossly.provocative and
since this was the only possible viLw, the intent musawell'have becn deliberately provocative; 3) ihat the intent was provocative was demonstrated by the
r.rpo"ti of the U.S.'Government which, when finaily. expo-sed as lying, compounded the felony by justifying the act, and afrrming .thal-i1 intended to
iontinue the policy of iirvading-the territory of the Soviet Union with airplanes whenev^er it desired to d-o so and couid.get away .with it. .In fact, the
'U.S.
Gor.rt ment stated that, in effect, the violition of the sovereignty of the
USSR was a matter not only of state policy but of state necessity._ That is, it
said that it would continue io violate ihe territory of the Soviet Union exactly
because the USSR was so careful to protect that lovereignty!
This position, absolutely without precedent in diplomatic. history, coulcl
which it was taken as. being but an inch
only be viewed by the Power against
-It is impossible
that the authorities of the U.S.
shoit of an ultimatum of war.
Government expected for a second that the head of the government of the USSR
would sit down and negotiate about anphing-let alone about lessening international tensions!-with-the heac of the Government which had iust boasted'
of violating its sovereignty and afrrmed that it wo'uld continue doing this, as
a matter of state policy, for the future.
This was all the more true in that the fantastic American position was
taken after very careful public speeches by Premier Khrushchev---.completely
distorted and faisified bv most of the American press. It is this that led Victor
7,orza, the Moscow correspondent of the Manchester Guaraian, the liberal
English paper, to write (May o, ry6o)t

The most remarkable feature of Mr. Khrushchev's speeches in the
Supreme Soviet has b,een their studied moderation, and his readiness to absolve Mr. Eisenhower of any guilt or even knowledge of the actions he
complains about.
Ii is this that must now be seen as a good omen for the Summit, for it
b,espeaks a determination to let nothing mar the atmosphere in which at
leait some agreement could be reached.
Hence

it

of this same journal, writing in the same
a line quite hostile to the Soviet Union-still were
the U.S. publicly-announced position of continued viola-

was that the editors

issue*though pursuing

to label
tion of elementary international law as "grossly irresponsible and infammatory."
When Premier Khrushchev arrived in Paris one day early with the obvious
purpose of conferring with President de Gaulle on the astonishing position
iakin by the United States, he at once presented to him, and then to Prime
Minister Macmillan, a copy of the statement that he intended to read at a
preliminary confetence of the Four Heads of Government, demanding a
ietraction by President Eisenhower of a position which amounted to a denial
of Soviet sovereignty, and reiterating the normal diplomatic insistence upon a
constrained
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statement of- regret. for past infractions and the punishment of those directly
responsible for their occurrence. De Gaulle and Macrnillan conveyed thl
substance of this declaration to the President-as the president later acknowledged; the President yielded, pubticln not an inch. He came, rhen, to the
preliminary colference knowing what the soviet Premier would say and had
to say; he_ made him say it, and then-for the first rime-afrrmed that he had,
six.days before, ordered. the flights halted; but he refused to apologize and
again put the onus for tfre violation upon the insistence of the USSR io guard

its own territory not only well, but too wellt
This news he had not only not shared with De Gaulle and Macmillan;
he had nor shared it with Vice President Nixon who, the day before in a
nation-wide television appearance, had defended the incursionaiy flights and
stated that they would continue.
At the same time--in_an _act walter Lippmann coffectly characterized as
even more incredible and inflammatory than the u-z fligit-the president's
!Tr.j"ry of Defense, with him in Paris, issued a global alErt to the American
Air_ Force, an act one step removed from institutiig full-scale general thermo-

nuclear war!
These series of acts could only mean that, to paraphrase the Near y,ork
Ti.*r:, one government alone was-decisively r.iporrible ior wrecking the sum]
mit.Meeting, and it was that Government which had most tenaciouily resisted
holding the Meeting in the first place, and had most consistentlv plaved down
the possibilities of anything positive eventuating from a Summil i,Liti"g.

***
The full horror of these provocative acts and this inflammatory course
becomes clear when one beari in mind that it is thermo-nuclear war that
may be- proy+d,- and that this can mean world-wide incineration. Thus,
Krock, in his calculatsdly cool war
in a recent column (N. t:
4+h*
-noted
T!tne1,. May ro, 196o) that the spy-plane fiasco
indicated that ',coordination
9t p9l.icy has not yet been attained . . . even in connection with procedures
involving the _peril of initiating nuclear war"; personally I am less ioncerned
about the failure in coordination than I am about'instituting procedures
threatening to initiate nuclear warl Mr. Howard Green, canada,s'M'inister for
External Affairs, likewise noted on
Y.y s that the spy-plane incid.nt broujht
v-ividly ioryaq{ the need for Great Powei agreementi ior without it he feaiej
that such. incidents. might
-recur "and one like i1 piglrt just o.ne day triggei
ofi a nuclear war." on the
same dan senator vtanifiefi made the'ideni-cal
point: "This incidenr or any. other oi this kind might yefl have
set ofi the holocaust of nuclear con-flicr."
it led Adtai"..id."i"i[
stevensorl
in hjs.Mgy rzth_addrers_at the U_niversity of {ll[y,
chicago, to ask whether it were
possible for the united States to "do the-very thing-we dread: carelerrly,;;i
dentally, trigger the holocaustl"
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is this potential-noted by people

as

r5

Arthur Krock and Adlai

-as.varied
St.r.r,^*rr-*iri.t nai."i., ro.*thi"g of the difierence between "iust another
territory for
i""*." "f .;pi;""g"" and the aerLl penetration of another's
DurDoses of *itit"ri surveillance and target finding. It is this .potential-as
and flagrant insult io his coiatrv's. sovereignty-which
;;ii-;; ,h; ;;#
rn"i t.tp .*ptri" the passion" and vigor of Premier Khrushchev's denunciation
J.tiori, a passiLn and vigor"caricatured_ and- misrepresented by tTh
;L.ort.tt;'
"i-it.
Alsop, in whose veins icq
pundi'ts
-than as Max Leiner and ]oseph

blood has been flowing for years.*
\,\,ater rather
In this connecrion it is importarrt to i""r in mind that as the numbers of
nuclear weapons mount, the poisibility of accidental catastrophe increasts. Quitc
recenrly, Co^ngressman'Charies O. Porter, of Oregon, wrote in The Nation
(March 5, ry6o):,

in a few words. First, thousands of nuclear
of unthinkable powerr- exist today' .Second, almost all
of th.m' are rlady for instant detonation. Third, their custodians are
The facts can be stated

rMeapons, many

human beings.

to say that he had discussed this matter with
B. Loper, the Assistant Defense Secretary for Atomic Energy, . and
that Mr. Loper"'agreed that . , an accidental nuclear e-xplosion is probable."
Presumably,^this eitimate was arrived _at quite_independent. of regular aerial
incursions'by U.S. military aircraft within the Soviet Union!
Congressman Porter went on

Herbert"

General Maxwell D. Taylor, Iately retired as Army Chief of Stafi (1955-1959),

his The fJncertain Trumpet (Fiarper, N. Y., 196o), warns that "the poswar by mistake or miscalculation is constantly growing . . .
sibilitv of general
"the mathemalical probability of disastrous accidents which might
enhancine
be misinierpreted as hostile aits" (p. ,:S). Surely any responsible discusion
of the U-z-incident and any sober consideration of the Soviet reaction to it,
must take these estimates fully into consideration, for aftcr such a mistafte there
uill be no second chance.

in

''IMPOSSIBLE DEMANDS''?

Typical of one aspect of the more liberal response,to the Summit smash-up
is this'paragraph from a N. Y. Posz editorial (May r8):
Whatever the detailed background

of the tragedy, whatever the big

* flnforrunatelv for these pundi*, the prcss conferencc at which Premier Khrushchev atlegedly
"ranted; and "raved" wr televired, and people could se fcr theraseives a man dceply prtlvoked
Mrdison-Avenue sophisricates. Le..lie Gould.
,"J oassionatelv sincer*feclings held ro be passd by the(May
20) thar "Khrushch* in perscn did
tEe iV editor'of the N, Y. Timet, himself commcnted
the
more
extreme
headlines
had suggested" and that "he could
some
of
as
frightening
..i seem as
hardty bc desctibed as an imge of incoherence."
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it is Khrushchev who at thc critical moment
Mr. Eisenhower crawl to the conference. Ffe must have
known that the conditions he set-not merely an apology for the reconnaissance fight but the punishment of "those responsiblc"---<ould only
be accepted by a nation that had been beaten to its knees in war.
blundcrs of Washington,
demanded that

What the Post neglects in this comment is the fact that President Eiscnhower
had insisted that the Summit begin after he had upheld the "righr" of the
United States to violate the territorial integrity of the Soviet Union; for Premier
Khrushchev to have met under such circumstances----and without an unequivocal
withdrawal of this impermissible and ourrageous condition-would indeed have
been explicable only if the Soviet Union "had been beaten to its knees in war."

It

the fact that while Mr. Eisenhower had ordered the susnot told this to Premier Khrushchev-nor,
for that matter, to Macmillan and De Gaulle.
It is for this reason that the Post's own Paris correspondent, ]oseph Barrn
wrote (May 17) that:
neglects further

pension

o{

srrch flights, he had

. Consequeatly. !fr. K. came armed with stifl and-to
observers, who include many of

impartial

our allies-understandable conditions:
disavowal and apology fo-r past spy planes, punishment of those responsible
in the latest incident and a guaianiee of no more.
Adlai stevenson, in his May rgth speech, placed another emphasis on
tially the same point as the Pos, editorial made. Mr. Stevenson stated:

essen-

Premier Khrushchev wrecked this conference. Let there be no mistake
about that. when he demanded that President Eisenhowe r aporogrze
and punish those responsible for the spy plane flight, he was ir, .fr..t
-

askjng the President to punish himself.

and he knew it.

.

Tliis was in impossibre

Brlt as l$.ph Barry reported from Paris, as we have

seen, he

requesr,

did not think

the soviet Premier h-ad made an impossible request, nor'did many other
observers in Paris, qs Mr. Barry also rEported. Surely this casts gravi doubt
9n the accuracy 9f Mr, Stevenson's charicterizations of the demanJs, let alone
his confident reading of what the Premier "knew." Furthermore, Mr. Stevenson
is quite.wrong in saying that the Premier, in demanding punishment of those
responsible, was demanding the punishment of the presi"dent, by the presidcnt
that would be absurd. The sccretary of state and'the president, in
-and
their original note admitting the reconnaissince mission and
th"i
"frrmiog
they. meant such mis-sions.to_continue, nevertheless added that
the S..ifi"
incident complained of by the USSR had nor been authorized by the president
or thc state Department. Furthermore, even in his prepared shtement of

rr,
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to continue military
of course,
although at the Summit confrontation he told Mr. Kfuushchev that he had

May

where the President again affirmed his intention

surveillance of the USSR (and ihat ls what he said on that occasion,

"allegedly" said this), he still no ed that such operations were conducted "under
broad directives" and that particular operations "were supervised by responsible

within this area of secret activities."
it is those "responsible oficials" that the Premier had in mind,
and of course he was not aiking the President to punish himself. Indeed,
Hanson Baldwin, in the N. Y. Times of May 9, noted from Washington that
in that city "the demand for the scalps of the 'guilty' officials already has
started." What was demanded in the perfectly normal diplomatic request for
punishment was that action be taken-for example-against what Walter Lippmann called "the forgotten Colonel on that remote Turkish airfield" from
which Lt. Powers took ofi.
Apology and punishment are characteristic diplomatic dernands, made a
hundred times by the United States upon other powers in the course of its
history, and acceded to many times by the United States at the demands of
officials

Of

course,

other governments. Indeed, as Premier Khrushchev correctly pointed out, the
United States had but recently apologized to the Cuban Government for the
unauthorized fight over its territory of an Arnerican plane; and, in 1952,
the United States recalled its own military attach6 in Moscow, General Gerow,
'w,hen incriminating documents were released proving his espionage activityand on his return General Gerou tuas court-rnartialed, found guilty and punished! Everyone knew of course, that the General's spying was rnore than a
personal whim and that he was acting as an intelligence agent for the Brothers
Dulles, but no one expected the Secretary of State or the Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency to be punished, and no one then thought the
USSR was dernanding that.
The insistence that the perfectly normal demands of Premier Khrushchev
were something extraordinary and were raised deliberately in order to be
rejected, itself indicates a policy of smashing the Summit and of persisting
in a bankrupt and untenable policy. Adlai Stevenson does not help his
correct and courageous critique of basic U.S. foreign policy by providing these
"outs," in the mistaken notion apparently, that American nationalism requires
the concession. All obstacles to clear thinking and proper rcmedy-and nationalistic feeling can be a major obstacle-should not bc compromised with,
but staunchly and forthrightly opposed.
SECRECY

AND

FREEDOM

The United States Govcrnment, in the pcrson of the President and the
of State, bases its defense of aerial peoetration of the Soviet Union
on the grounds that its exccssivc secrecy makes this nccessary in the interest
of national defense and specifically for the purpose of prcvcnting surprise
Secretary
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attack. we shall examine

each

of the

components

of this argument in

due

First of
;;;;*; now we wish to focus on this matter of- secttcy and openness'
viewpoint
the
from
poiitio.n.
untenable
,tr. United States is i" *
"itog.th.r
"ff,
d-.*"rrdirrg internal and institutional changes
of'tr* and diplomati. "rrg. i.,
havins to do *ith matteis'of defense froir another government as the price
of itithe United States'-desisting from violating territorial integrity.
In the second place-and more important-the argument of se.crecytheversus
U'S'
in suc! *"y ,t to put-.the .bl1me f,or,
fr..d;-"" ir-L;i;! i.r.top.J
i':b-,iri.rr" of freedom;
"
and one is asked to believe that
l,r
;ii:g.d
h"-*"
iiir-rti, ,ibord.rr3, which explains the fiasco. Nothing could be further from
truth.
the
- The
fact is that the u-z incident highlights a most serious trend that has
-a;".I"p;"i
i" ,t. U.s. gor.r.r*"rri ev-er since the Cold War was tegun
b..;
rieht ,fte. Wo"rld War II. ihis trend-present in all capilalist societies, as
towards
;?;r;;; prt,i."rri nt*o", Italy, |apan,'etc.-is one which moves itself
in

vitiating d.*o.rn.y and democratic'iistiiutions. The trend shows
t;;;#d ia..r"glJ"t attacks upon democratic theory and increased actual
*assaults upon democratic institutions.
Th; Ui, irr.id.r,t hightights the growing role of the military in. American
sovernment: it especiaih C'mphasize-s the mounting consequence in governin the niaking and iarrying out of policy of the Central Iatelligence
ir-.n,
Counlil, the ]oint Chiefs of Stafi, the Atomic
A;;;t""athe National Stcurity_'Pentagon-none
of them subiect to- ?ny popular
nf;.rd'Commission and the
in
monumental secrecy and bureaucracy.
enshroudid
them
and
all
of
*o"iii"g
- Oo, ?hol. gor.r.rmental apparatus today-is envelope{ir.r what Harold L'
C.os, .o.rrrel io the American Socicty of Newspaper Editors-called "The
S"iii..a. of Secrecy', (Atlantic, hcember, ry56). This very significant
is analyzed at
or*.rr. whereby demociatic functioning is beihg undercut,
y"
N'
Preis',
U-1iv.
(Oxfgrd
or
Secrecy,
Freeiom
iength'in
:g2Q by-Jaqe;
Rus-sell Wiesins. Executive Editir of the Washington Pos, ond Times Herald,
fvt . Wigglii concludes his careful examination of this Process with these
paragraphs:

The democratic process is in danger in a country the office-holders
and public servants of *hi.h exhibit- a contempt and doubt as to the
iudsment and stability of the rank and file of the people. If such coni.*"pt *d doubt persists it will drivc a fatal wedg.c !.ry*l the.governing^and the govemed and carry all our democratic institutions down to
destruction.

The trend toward secrecy in govcrnment, inspired by such {ears and
doubts about the safety with which information for the people can be
given to the press, is pushing us farther and farther away from the conLpt a fric peopli that-is thc mastcr and not the servant of its

"f
government.
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General Maxwell D" Taylor, in his already cited book, The Uncettain Ttum'
pet, criticizes the growing bureacracy and irresponsibility ia the military arca
bf our governmenil in pirticular he calls attentio,n to the .intensifying power
of the JJint Chiefs of Statss and especially of the Chairman thereof. FIe writes:
"The Chairman of the foint ChieIs of Stafi has come to assume mtlch of the
power of the dreaded single Chief of Stafi who has been the bugbear of
Congress and of some elements of the public in past discussions of defense
organization. This power is not bad in itself, but it _is concealed power
unaccompanied by pubtic responsibility-which zs bad." (p. rro) -One may
reject thi General's- view thal the power itself is not bad; his holding that
view only strengthens the need for alarm at what even he labels bad-namely,
a strenglhening of that power with no check on it so far as the public is
concerned and with its exercise blanketed in secrecy.
The Central Intelligence Agency----created in ry47-is a prime example of
the anti-democratic developments in our governmental structure in the recent
past, and it is, of coursg the agency most responsible for the U-z scandal, The
Hoover Commission itself, in 1955, raisod "the possibility of the growth of

of power where disclosure of costs, organization, personncl,
and functions are precluded b,y law." The Senate Rules Committee, in 1956,
after study, denounced the CIA set-up as excessively secretive, operating with
no outside control or guidance of any kind and as dangerous to democratic
government, Professor Ransom's study of Central Intelligence and Naional
Security, though carrying a very friendly and respectful tone, is filled with

license and abuses

of concern ov€r the eroding of democratic functioning that the
CIA threatens. He finds its influence growing with the Executive and with

expressions

it already employs more people than the State Department;
that its expenditures-absolutely unchecked and unaccounted for-run into the
hundreds of millions and probably the billions every year; that it operates not

Congressl he notes

only as an intelligence

and- espionage.agency

but also as an arm of-the

go-v-

sustaining and in attacking other governments throughout the
world*; that its whole organization and power and functioning "are incom-

ernment

in

(p. zo8).
The lesson of the U-z incident is not one pointing to the deficiencies of
democracyl it is rather to drive home again the fact that such incidents and
the aggressive policies which lead to them are part of a whole policy of
reaction which aims, in the first place, at the destruction of democratic institutions. The cure for ahm U-z represents is more democracy, no, less.

patible with representative government."

.'OPEN

SKIES" AND DEVIOUS LIES

The United Statcs Government holds the spy-planc policy to be justified
* A fairly full md docmenred accouot of this aspect of the CIA
Trutb About Hanguy (New Centurl, N. Y., 1957), pp. 69-119.

will be found in this wtitcr's
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it had proposed a system of "open skies" inspection and this had been
iqlcted by the'So'ui.t Uttio'"; it holds, too, that it propo.sed the, "open skies"
*.rt, of preventing surPrise attack, and that, with modern weaPons
any. and
"r'
"
l.i"g *fr"i they are, ittE Co'u.t"*ent ii justified in employingthe
,
almost
a[ fieans to asiure iiself against such attack. Quite a-part-from
won't,
you
you.and
asked
position-"we
this
implicit-in
irr.r.aiUf"
'th"r" ."-ihe whole rnatter- not only eventuatsd in
so we did"rro!".r.. ,o
iooi"g ,h"^ni*^y,
/.u.irm"ot into a series od lies that shamed every Americanl

because

the w[ole prJposition is a lie frorn beginning to end.
acce-pted ba no government'
First oi ali, the "open skies" proposal
-casualwas
way _befitting its fantastic nature;
Second, the proposal was made in ihe
it was ofi.red in such a way that it is impossible to believe that anybody
intended it to be taken seriously. Hugh Tlromas, writing frorn Geneva in
The New Sratesman (London, fr^y 7, i96o) and cornmenting on the present
u.s. sabotage of the Geneva conference seeking -an .arms-test. agreement,
,.mark, thai it may lead to the producing of "somE 'new' and irrelevant docu'

ment.,, He continues: "In r95i, ,.m..rib.r, President Eisenhower inuoduced
the fatuous 'open skies' plan- without telling either Eden or Edgar Faure
he was going to do so-even though the threi of them met a quarter of an
hour before the conference began!"
And, thirdly, the Open S1iies proposal has--nothing to do. with. disarmament; ii ir r"thir a proposal for githCring intelligence concerning what armaments and fortifications'exist, If one w-antt some form of inspection-from
the skies or from the ground-then he should agree to_ some process of disarmament which can iiren be subject to inspection, whether the inspecllo1
be via open skies or open ground. But if-as has been true of the U.S.
position-ine insists firsi or, th. forms of inspection and wants these implemented first, he is seeking not disarmament, but rather a controlled armament
race, which is a contradiction in terms and a self-evident- absurdity.
And, fourthly, aerial reconnaissance seeks to pinpoint targets for attack;
it is ol no use iiatsoeuer---especially tuith rnodern technology, including mobile
bases and submarine launching de:uices, etc.*in tetnts of preuenting sarpilse
attacft. It is conceivable that aerial reconnaissance would,be-used by a Power
wishing to gather significant target information prior to ils launching surprise
attacks upoi such tirgets! Sinie the United States boasts that it has been
^this
vis-)-vis ii-t USSn for at least 5 years-Representative. Cannon of
guilty of
tlisouri said it had been going on for fourteen years!-the victim of such
boasts might very well view the procedure as highly Provocative. ^
On this matt;r, we have the authoritative opinion of Thomas C. Schelling
formerly a F{arvard professor, and now -a -lnember of RAND, the intelligence
center ;f the Air Fbrcc. Professor Schelling, after making thc point that
"the original opcn-skies proposal was unorthdox in its basic idea that arms
themselvls arc'not ptoro.rtir. so long as thcy are clearly held in reservcso long as their stancc is dcterrcnt rather than aggressiver" i.e., aftct pointing
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went
out that the open-skies proposal had nothing to do with disarming' then
on to write:*

The technical problem of devising a practical inspcction, scheme that

other has
*"ra-yi.iJ.".r, iia. ,a.q"r; ;;;i".g:.f .an attaci< b1 them-uch
morc
but
discuss,
to
difficult
more
probabiy become not only much
iimcrrlt'to solve, ti"..-it. iitt op.t-tki.t proposal was. made' with
hydrosen weapons ;J;.itg tr,. n,rirb.t of aircraft that might be needed
fr" missiles promising to redurce the total time
il;*"r*p;il'"*.t,-*i
th; initial actions in readying a strike-.and the. explo'

"""if"Ui.'f"rtteen
sion of weapons on-target, and with mobiie.iyrt.*t like missile

subuninspection
though.pure
as
marines to keep under su-rveillance,-it-looks
inspocted
be
to
ihings.
the
of
the'behavior
on
dy
,o.o*pn"i.a

*y-i;*iir

would be enoimouslv difficult or enormously inefiectual' The idea

of-

;;;;";;s ;i;igio;n2 for. ararcgic indicati6ns of lorce n'ooenent and
concentrations is stmply obso'lete.
The fact is that the basic formal commitment of American - governmental
,rr",.* in the field of-ar-, and war or peace is to the view that o.^ly tu.h'
chancg at_a-Il of avoiding a"thermonuclear war.
has any
;;d?;aa.;elopment
'by
'mort
Oskar Morgenstern, professor at. Princeton,
clearly
tfrir" i, ,trt d
'Energy Commission, to the congrqslional Joint
*nsrrlta.rt to the Atomic
C-o--i ,.. on Atomic Energy "ttd to the Convair Corporation' Fle.concludes
frir- t *", The Quesrio,n of'National Defense (Random Elouse, N' Y', 1959)
with these words:
The impossibility of war has to be of a technological character. Moral
considerations have failed to stop wais. . . As it .is, the
""a-i.ii!i"i,r
orobabilitv of a larse thermonuclear war oc.urring appears to be sigirificantly'larger thai the probability of its not occurring. Will at least
these probabilities be reversedl

is because oI this technological commitment, that he places in italics the
following two sentences (pp. l\, lZ), "In uiew of modern- technology of
Tirrdu Treopont-dfliuery'iion'-any'point on earth to any other, it is in the

It

'the

tlnited States for Russia to -haue cn inuulnerable retalia_tory;
o1
. . So the task is to find suitable merhods lor building
uersa..
uice
and'
force
inaulnerable forces."
This is unadulterated madness: the avoidance of war is to depend upon the
mutual building of greater and greater machines of destruction. Peace is to
d.p."d .rpot tfr. coistruction of-more and more terrible systems of annihila-

;irrri,

Il-*
chaoter ca[[ed, "Surprise Attack and Disrmament." in Klaus Knorr, ed', NA'I'q md
Aneriiin'seiiiity (Princmon Univ. Press. 19r9)' pp. 776' l9L'
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that must go on foreve-r. Then and
only then can mankind avoid extermination! And io this, mankind is asked

tion-and ttris must be a mutual

to

process

By Shirley Graham

say, Amen!

Among the Pentagon-Atornic Energy4lA forces<nployed and backed
by the biggest monop-olies as they alsJiffgsgnges app€ar only- as to which
weapot t Jnhance invulnerability, and, increasingly, as to whether- or not it
would be "wise" for the United States to use its weapons first, in what is now
called "pre-emptive" war. We have in these pages, in- several past .issues, called
attentiori to thi growing chorus of atom-ma;iacs calling for our, "striking the

first blow"; we indicate-d that even the President recendy statod that he saw
no reason why the United States had to be in the position of aocepting the
first blow.
Timc Mrgazine, in its iszue dated May 9, t96o, raises the question: "Must
the United States always plan to take the first blow in future wars?" It goes
on to point out that explicit rejection of this position is becoming more
and more common in Washington, and then quotes Congressman George H.
Mahon (Tex., D.), Chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on
Defense, as saying:

In the final analysis to eflectively deter a would-be aggressor, we
should maintain our armed forces in such a way and with such an
understanding that, should it ever become obvious that an attack upon us
or our allies is imminent, we can launch an attack before the aggressor
has either hit us or our allies. This is an elernent of deterrence which
the United States should not deny itself. No other form of deterrence
can be fully relied upon.
of the Soviet Union-surrounded
military bases.-to the U-z incident and the subsequent
actions and statements of the U.S. Government, it is necessary that the facts
of a Schelling, the analyses of a Morgenstern and the blusterings of a Mahon
bc borne in mind.

In

as

A Cup of Colfee, Please

seeking

to

understand the rcsponse

it is by hostile

*t*

(In the luily issae, we shall conclaile our craminatioa
Smash-Up and its meaning for oar country and time.)

of the SummiV

Miss Graham is one of this nation's most distinguished Negro authors. She is
a former Tulius Rosenwald Foundation Fellow, and supervised the Chicago Federal Theaire Unit that brought the s*'ing ltlilpdo to Broadway. Among her many
and
tot r biographies of B"eniamin Bairrekei, George Washington Carver
"i.
her beit-known volume-traniiated throgghout the woild
er"i n.fr.r""."n"'.h"pr
There Was Onie a Slaue, The Heroic Story of Fredericft Douglass, winner,
-isroaz. of the Iulian Messnef Award for the Best Book Combating Intolerance;
in
ifrri'#"t is no# in its 7th printing. We are proud that Miss Graham brings her

fi$rhand report of the'thriiling

S-outhern youth developments

to our readers.-

The Editor.
Ffouse and massed

Foun ltoNrns have passed since four

walked into

in silent

parades.

Frenzied efforts in Southern states
to halt the Negro student demonstra'
tions have resulted in huge demonstrations of white students in Pre'
dr:minantly white rmiversities o[ the

college freshmen
Woolworth Store, sat down at the
lunch counter and so started a truly
mass movement which has swePt
this nation. Press and radio have
vied with each o her in telling of unprecedented events occurring all over
ihe land with the suddenness and
a

North. From Harvard Yard to the
campus of the University of California, organizations have been es ablished to publicize and ajd the efforts
of students in the South. The iailing
of these students brought hundreds

simultaneousness of explosions set
ofi by a single push button.
Since the first of FebruarY Young
Negroes have been "sitting down"

r.vhite sturdents to Negro college
campuses from as f.ar away as the
Universities of Minnesota, Wisconsin

of

throughout the South. TheY have
quietlv walked into Luncheonettes,
PubliJ Libraries, Public Recreation
Centers, Parks and even Churches
clearly known to be "For Whites
Only.!' The latest such incident set
ofi a vicious race riot in Mississippi,
where a group of Negroes went
swimming from a "Public beach" in
Biloxi, Mississippi. On television
screens and news-reels the American Public has seen dark-skinned
students being dragged ofi lunchcounter stools, standing straight and
determined behind barbed-wire prison enclosures, picketing the White
23

and Yale. Governors have issued
Proclamations, have called special
sessiol'rs of State Legislators. New
lavrrs have been passed to "cope with
the situation," Chambers of

Commerce have met and the "Group for
the Advancement of more Psychiatry" has issued a Statement.
The first phase of "shocfr tactics"
is coming to a close. Some victories
have been lvon, but there is no widespread jubilation. It is increasingly
clear that the desegregation of chain
and department store lunch-counters

A CtP OF COFFEE,
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in a series of recruiting southern students, Negro
Iong-range objectives. A college gen- and white, for an "interracial action
is only the first target

eration hitherto impassive and inarticulate. having leaped forward in a

new spirit of daring, accompanied
bv certainty of rightness, now closes
ranks and soberly maps a united
campaign. I attended a conference
of students from ten Negro Colleges
which met at |ohnson C. Smith University in North Carolina, March
3rst. Here these student leaders
shared experiences and planned
future action. April r5-r7 an everl
'rvider distributed and larger number of Negro Colleges were represented by student leaders who met
with teaders of several adult or.qanizations at Shaw University in
Raleiqh to map out a nation-wide
program. April zz-24 in Washington, D. C. r,5oo student-body presidents from throughout the country
came together for a National Student Conference, called by rhe National Student Association, which
represents nearly 2,ooorooo students in 3Bo institutions. The
purpose of the Conference, stated

Curtis B. Gans, Vice-President
of the National Student Association, was "to present partici-

pents u,ith a cohcrent picture of the

nature and goals

of the student

moYem€nt and to discuss the responsibilities of all students with re-

gard to the movement." Mr. Gans
is a 1959 greduate o{ the University
of North Carolina. In Atlanta, Georgia, the Congress of Racial Equality
(one of the nerver orgrnizations) is

institute" to be ccnducted at Miami,
Florida, in August.

THE COURT FIGHT
Important scenes are shifting to
the court room. A large and competent group of lawyers, headed by
the Legal Department of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, is preparing the defense for each of the thousands of students who have been arrested. The N.A.A.C.P. announces
it will carry this defense through
every coLrrt in the land until the cases
are decided by the Supreme Court.
A $5oo,ooo libel suit against the New
Yorll Times was filed April rgth by
the City of Montgomery, Alabama,

based on an advertisement in the
Tintes that sought to raise funds to

help pay legal expenses of the Rev.
Martin Luther King, famous for his
Icrdership in the Ivlontgomerv b,us
strike, whom Alabama is trving to
seize for alleged "tax perjuries."
Named as co-defendants in the libel
suit are four Alabama Negro clergymen active in the Negro struggle.
Birrningham's three City Commissioners on May 6th filed libel suits
against the Neou Yorft Times and
Harrison E. Salisbury, a reporter,

for a total of

$r,5oo,ooo charging

that an article published April rzth
under the heading "Fear and Hatred

Grip Birmingham" was

written
"rvith intent to defame" the cornmissioners "falsely and maliciously."

And the legal staffs of F. W. Woolworth Company, S. H. Kress, S. S.
Kresge and W. T. Grant Companies,
are searching every facet of the law
for procedures ro prevent picketing,
for establishing distinctionJ bet*.Jn
"customer" and "trespasser" and for
the validity of "states rights."
All because the four college freshmen r.l,ho walked into Woolworth,s
that dav were Negroes and the place
was Greensboro, North Carolina!
!n politely asking for "a cup of coffee, please" these freshmen threw
down the gauntlet to al1 White

PLEASE!
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Even before they could read the
signs they knew they were barred
from "fine" places where "white
folks" enjoyed themselves. The question "Whyl" -"y have gnawed in
their unfolding minds, but the embarrassment and pain which ques-

tions brought to father's or mother's
face soon became apparent to young,
searching eyes. After a while a little
boy stops asking such questions.
But, when a young man enters college and meets new fellows, all kinds

of forbidden topics are discussed.

These four came together at the Agricultural and Technical College, on
the outskirts of Greensboro, North
Carolina last fall. A & T College, as it
Constitution of the United Srates, is commonly called, is one of the best
its Amendments and Bill of Rights, state institutions for Negroes. Its
and nrore recently the decisions of campus, with thirty-odd buildings,
the Supreme Court.
spreads over seven hundred acres. A
good Library is well stocked with
THE FIRST FOUR
current periodicals and newspapers.
David Richmond, 17, Ezell Blair, Hard-working and, in manv cases,
r8, Franklin McCain, 18 and Joseph devoted teachers, manage to open up
McNeill, 17, knew what they were and enlighten minds through courses
doing. David and Ezell had lived '.hich might be narrowly technical.
all their lives in Greensboro; Joseph Degrees are conferred in several
was from Wilmington and Franklin blanches of Agriculture, including
from Washington. A Negro child in Dairying, in Chemical and Industhe South quickly learns where he trial Engineering, in Education, in
can and cannor go. His life may de- Library Science, in Home Economics
pend on knowing. As small boys, and Nursing. But the Music Departthese four knew they could not go ment rnaintains a fine chorus and a
into any corner drugstore, dime store student band, and the Drama Deor confectionary store and ask for partment stages three or four major
an ice-cream soda, a fruit drink or productions each year. On registereven a glass of water. Only "Col- ing, young Blair and McNeill were
ored" places served them, their big assigned a room together.
brothers, their fathers or mothers.
Throughout the fall of '59 Africa

Supremacists who, for a hundred
years and more, have been ignoring
the Declaration of Independence, thi
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in the news. Even
the biggest "white" papers and
was very much

magazines were printing pictures of
African leaders. The two roornmates

were among the many students of

A s T who followed
ments

with

often joined

these developinterest. And they were

in their room in

Hall by David Richmond

Scott
and

Franklin McCain. Life was opening
up as an exciting adventure to these
four freshmen. Richmond tells me
the "sit-down movement" really
started iast fall in their "jam sessions."

"With all the talk of

freedom

going on, with Africans setting uP
new and independent states and demandiug more, we couldn't help
thinking about Negroes throughout
the South. We knew we needed
more of this freedom right here at
home!"
A television show

A CI,P OF COFFEE,

toothpaste in a national chain store
and then could not get a bite to eat
or a cup of coflee at the counterl How
long must we put uP with things

like this?"
On the last Sunday night in fanuary, Joe suddenly kicked a chair and
declared,

"Look fellow, we've talked long
enough. I-efs do something!"
After classes next day, the four
set out for town. They walked into
a Woolworth Store, made a few
purchases and then quietlY took
places at the lunch counter. The wait'
iess gasped and blurted, "'W'e don't
serve colored!"
"Oh, but you dor" came the Polite,
but firm rejoinder. "They iust served
me at the toilet counter. Now, a cuP

of

coffee, please!"

All the

waitresses confronted

them. Customers stopped and stared.
Several kitchen helpers stuck their

"The Pictorial
Story of India" based on Gandhi's heads through the door. Some
passive resistance made a deeP im- snickered; some scowled. The four
pression on the boys. They saw sat quietln waiting. The manager
Gandhi being arrested time after was called. He explained that Ne'
time, yet always returning to his groes could not be served because it
crusade. For long hours they debated
matters of weakness against strength,
of right against wrongr of patience
against eagerness. "How long do we

hive to proae

ourselues?" "What
about the Supreme Cour decisionwhen will it be carried outl"

Talk about discrimination

and

in

general led to aspects
rvhich daily annoyed them. For in-

segregation

"It iust wasn't right that we
had to walk almost two miles to
town to buy notebook PaPer and
stance,

was not the "local custom'" In low,
unhurried tones the students discussed this local custom with him. They

continued

to sit. At

5:25

a gong

rang, announcing the 5:3o closing of
rhe store. The four students stood

lowing afternoon they were back
with twenty additional students.
Again, they all sat, unserved at the
counter until the store closed. But
this time they were joined by a news-

pap€r reporter and a couple of policemen hovered in the background.

On Wednesday when the crowd
of students from A & T arrived, they
found students from Bennett Col-

in Greensboro; at the counter ahead of them.
The A & T students filled all remaining seats with others standing
close by. Since no other customers
attempted to get near the lunch
counter, no one was being served.
The q,aitresses stood idle watching
the students with growing apprehension as many opened text books
lege, a Negro girJs' school

they had brought along,

o,r conversed

in low tones with each other. About
four o'clock a group of white stulege

At

closing time the students had to
pass through a menacing crowd and
along streets lined with policemen
rvho eyed each one.
"I felt cold chills going down my
spiner" one girl tol.d me, "But I
walked with my head up. I knew
rve'd be back with more students the
next day."

She was correct. The crowd on
Thursday was so large it was decided for some to move a block south
to the S. H. Kress Store where the
same procedure was followed-with
the same results.
On Friday afternoon the namecalling, heckling crowd of spectators
changed into a mob with the arrival
of a gang of young whites shouting
"Get the niggers!" Students were
pushed, pulled and knocked from
the counter. Police came to the assist-

ance of a white student who was
of North Carolina and from being beaten by attackers. In the

Greensboro College. These girls were
rvith warm smiles and
room was made so that some could
sit at the counter. When an uncertain waitress approached one of the

melee several Negro students were

volce:

Negroes and whites, students and
town people. Shortly after three in

welcomed

arrested.

A

MASS MOVEMENT
News of these arrests sped through

North Carolina College girls she the city. On Saturday morning the
spoke up in a pleasant and clear Woolworth store was jammed with
"We are all waiting for cups of
coffee. Serve us, please!"
The waitress backed arvay, saying

REINFOR.CEMENTS

nothing and angry mutterings rose
among the now gaping spectators.
Some pushed forward. The manager
was heard bitterly expostulating. The
police closed in. But the students re-

"We expected to be arrested if we
returnedr't they say now. But the fol'

mained calm and did not move.

dents arrived from the Women's Col-

up.

"We'11 be backr" they declared,
cheerfully, as they left the store.

2'

PLEASE!

the afternoon the store

manager

said he had received a bomb threat.
Police cleared the store of everybody.
No bomb was found. But out in the
streets the students decided to mo,r'e
to the Kress Store. After five minutes Kress' manager jumped on top
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the lunch counter, waved his arms
and shouted: "This store is closed,
as of now!"
Cheering students poured into the
streets. On Monday when theY returned they found the stores open,
but the lunch counters closed to
everybody. They returned to their
campus with the knowledge that
several hundred miles away other
stLldents

in Charlotte were "carrying

the torch."
Students at Johnson C. Smith College told me oI the excitement which

swept through the dining hall as the
first news of what was haPPening in
Greensboro came over the radio.
We were proud and we were h"PPY.
We could hirdly eat for making plans.
Some wanted to go into town at once
and sit down anywhere. But a meeting

of the Student Council was announced
the entire stufor that evening with
'We were all there.
dent body invited.
It was dicided that a certain number
would go into town the following day
divided in groups which would sit
down at the-lunih counters of Woolworth and Kress and at Belt's Department storc.
Thus it was that two daYs after the

four from A & T "sat down" in
two hundred and fiftY

Greensboro,

students from |ohnson C. Smith sat
down in three stores in Charlotte.
Within the first ten daYs students
from a dozen difierent Negro colleges in as many difierent communi'
ties "sat down" at lunch counters.
Negro high school students in Raleigh ;oined the students of Sharv

University and St. Augustine. In
Durham white students from Duke
University joined rvith Negro students from North Carolina College
and the Student Council of the University of North Carolina (white)
sent congratulations and issued a
strong supporting statement.

Incredulity on the part of many
whites gave way to confused irritation, to anger, to bitter arguments.
Southern "liberals" were unhappy.
Most of them saw the students' Protest as a "setback to race relations."
They recommended certain "intelli€lent" ald "reasonable" Negroes
whom the officials might send to the
students to "talk" with them. But
the Negro students in no institution
would have anything to do with
these emissaries. Charging that they
were "lJncle Toms" they sent them
back to the officials. Mayor George
Roach of Greensboro appointed a biracial committee "to study the issue"
and find a way to reopen the closed
lunch-counters. Both newspapers in
the city editorially supported the students. But the hundreds of letters
published by them ranged all the
r,vay from the {ew whites who would
accept integrated eating facilities in
variety stores, while wondering if Negroes would stop at that, to others
who declared vehemently that such
integration rvould sound the death
knell for the "fair South." For by
this time it was suspected that the
request for "a cup of cofiee" was only
the symbol for the Negro's opposition to segregation in anY form.

A

CUP OF COFFEE, PI.EASE!

Any lingering doubts of what was
in the minds of students were cleared
away by a letter from representatives of the "Negro Colleges of North
Carolina" addressed to the Attorney
General of that State:
This mass movement is under way
to bring to the realization of the citi
zens of North Carolina that the Negroes, who are also citizens of North
Carolina, €an no longer remain quiet
and complacent and continue to accept such gross injustice from those
who desire to see no change in oid
customs and traditions solely for the
purpose of personal gain, or because o[

warped ideas which have been instilled in the minds of many responsible citizens.

STATE REPRISALS

Many Negro students were arin North
Carolina, but violence towards the

rested and some convicted

student demonstrators has been kept
at a rninimum. As the movement
spread to other states, however, students had to face tougher odds and

take harder punishment. In South
Carolina, four hundred demonstrating students were rounded up by
ch-rb-swinging policemen and armed
citizens who had been hastily "depurized" by the police. The students
were herded into barbed-wired stock-

among white customers at the lunch
counter in Thalhimer's, Richmond's
largest department store. When they

rvere refused service the students
opened books they had brought with
them. At the same time other Negro strldents sat down at the People's.
Drug Store and in a nearby Woolrvorth Store. None was served. At the
end of two or three hours fresh relays of students arrived who took
places at the counters. This went on
all day so that some Negro students
\,vere at the lunch counters until the
store closed.

The following Monday, Washington's Birthdayr was a school holiday"
When the students arrived at Thalhimer's the store was alreadv filled
rvith Negroes and white, wht overflowed on to the sidewalks. When
the students seated themselves at the
L-rnch counter they were set upon

by two score armed city police and
companv guards with German police dogs. Students and Negro sp,ectators were seized and hurried out
into waiting patrol wagons. Two policemen grabbed Mrs. Rosa Tinsley,
58, a Negro woman standing nearby. Holding her by the armpits they
hoisted her off the ground while a
fierce dog snapped at her heels. In
Portsmouth, that same day, fifty-one

ades surrounded by jeering, taunting

Negroes, most

whites. Virginia used German police

were arrested.

dogs.

Saturday morning, February 19,
thirty-four yo,ung Negroes, led by

two divinity students from Virginia
Union Universitn seated themselves

29

of them

students,

Eight hundred studenrs from
Hampton Institute marched through
the downtown business district

of.

the town bearing banners declaring:
IArLS WLL NOT STOP US! WE.

A
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WILL FILL EVERY JAIL

FOR

seats vacant,

OUR RIGHTS!
Wednesday night some

3,ooo Negro citizens packed a church in Rich-

mond, while an additional z,ooo
blocked traffic outside to join in the
cheering and shouts of support for
pickets, demonstrations and boycott

"until victory is won." On February
z6th, the State Assembly rushed
through three "anti-trepass" bills
which Governor Almond signed the
same night. These laws provide a
fine of $r,ooo and twelve months in
jail for trespassing, inciting or conspiring to trespass in buildings after
the owner or custodian has given no-

tice forbidding

trespass.

)ane Filhiol, one of the protesting
students of the Norfolk Division of
Virginia State College scribbled in
her notebook as she sat at the lunch
counter of W. T. Grant's store that
week in Norfolk. Here are a few excerpts:

This has been the most fascinating
It began at approxi-

hour of my life.

mately twelve o'clock, noon, and even
now we continue to sit. Many people
come by, sorne with smiles on their
faces, others looking ashamed; some resentful and disgusted. Various remarks
are passed, some pro and some con.
It is interesting to watch the faces of
both races. . . . The police come around

faces that will probably
be lasting memories. . . . The faces behind us are mostly hideous. Ugly, old
rebels look at us with hate-filled eyes

with haunting

that,

if

preces.

possible, r,vould crush

..

a small child. We had left every two

us to

.

A young, white mother came in with

but in order for the mother

to sit with her child, it was necessary
Ior both of them to sit next to a Ne-

gro, The mother knew what was going
on and she didn't want to sit down.
But too young to know the prejudices

that will be instilled into her mind,
rvhen she grows older-the child began
fretting for an ice-cream soda, The
child forced the mother to sit down,
which she did, with resentment. One
would think that the child would
change color or be deranged in some
way, judging by the remarks and the
faces of most whites passing by. . . .
Again the tension seems to have risen.

People are standing around in groups
making gestures toward the counter. .. .

..IT GIVES ONE PAUSE"

As the student sit-downs continued
throughout the southeast, leaving
behind them a string of closed lunch
colrnters, apprehension and uncertainty of Southerners increased. An

editorial in Tlee Richmond NecusLeader, February zz, is revealing:
Many a Virginian must have felt a
tinge of wry regret at the state of things

as they are,

in reading of

Saturday's

"sit-downs" by Negro students in Richmond stores. Flere were the colored
students, in coats, white shirts, ties, and

of them was reading Goethe and
one was taking notes from a biology
text. And here, on the sidewalks outside, was a gang of white boys corne
one

to heckle, a ragtail rabble, slack-iawed,
black-jacketed, grinning fit to kill, and
some

of them, God save the

mark,

were waving the proud and honored
flag of the Southern states in the last

war fought by gentlemen. Eheu! It
glves one pause,

CUP OF COFFEE, PLEASE!

The "fall of the Bastille" was in
Florida. On a bright, sunny Saturday morning early in March more
than a thousand students from Florida State University (white) joined
some three thousand Negro students

of Florida A & M University for a
demonstration in the downtown district of Tallahassee. They met on
A & M's campus. Singing together,
with banners flying, the students
marched through the gates and out

on to the highway. The procession
rvas hal{-rvay to town when police
cars, their sirens wide open, came
racing towards them. Uniformed attackers sprang up along the road.
Mounted police and state troopers,
their guns flashing in the sunlight,
bore down upon the students, un-

corked nozzles of tear-gas cans and
sprayed the gas direcdy into the
crowd. Clubbed, choking and dazed,
the students fell in the road or staggered to thc sides. As many as the
patrol wagons could hold were car-

ried away.

viciousness of. this attack
aroused people as nothing else had
done. The Governor of Florida aPpeared before radio and television to
ippeal to the nation for "understand-

The

ilt." Governor Collins explained
thit while they had

had manY such

demonstrations throughout the state,

"not all

sponsored

these demonstrations are

by students" but he

con-

that "the worst of all has occurred in Tallahassee' And there it

..d.d

was largely sponsored by students
from Florida A & M Universiry our

3r

Negro institr-rtions and Florida State
University."
There the city of Tallahassee took a
rather rigid and punitive position in
resDect

ti

these dimonstrations. And,

of courre, this gave the appearance of
partiality or of nonobiectivity, arld this

.laused ihe condition

to become aggra-

vated, and we finally developed condi-

tions there in Tallahassee of which I
am frankly ashlmed . . . armcd patrol

men, State, county and city-patrolling
every street . . . wildest rumors going
on ibout what was going to haPPen,
luns on hardware stores for ammuni-

tion, runs on stores for

hammers,

knives, screw drivers and everything
So far as I am PersonallY
else.
concerned,

think that,

I don't mind saYing that I
if a man has a dePartment

store and he invites the pnrblic gener-

aily to come into his deparl-ment store
rni trade, then it is unfair and morally
wrong to single out one dePartment
and say he dots not want or will not
allow Negroes to patronize that one department.

This admission smashed the walls
of the Solid South! White SuPremacists and Segregationists denounced

Governor Collins as a "traitor." No
more "pampering" of those "seditious trouble-makers"! On March 15,

the United Press rePorted from Atlanta, Georgia:
More than 5oo Negro students were
From a sickbed,
arrested today. .
Governor Ernest Vandiver personally
ordered the arrest of six students who
tried to integrate the State Capitol
cafeteria.

He charged in a

statement

that "these mass violations of state law
and private property rights definitely
arc subversive."
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Alabama Governor ]ohn Patterson
oldgred an investigation into the possibility of closing the Alabama State
College for Negroes after rrooo o{ its

students demonstrated in silence,
broken only by the singing of the

national anthem and recitation of the
Lord's Prayer, before the giant statue
of Jefferson Davis in front of the
state capitol. This followed a sit down
in the county courthouse lunchroom
by thirty-five students. The thirtyfive were arrested. Police and hood-

lums broke up the meeting in the
square. But the Police Commissioner requested that the college be
closed "due to the tense situation in
Monteomery and the apparent lack
of cooperation with law-enforcement
r:ficers."

During one day 146 Negro students were arrested in Nashville,
Tennessee charged

A
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with "disorderly

conduct." Most of them chose to
serve jail terms rather than pay the
fines. In one trial, the City Prosecutor
summoned two white girl students
who had taken part in rhe Fisk Uni.
versity demonstrations, to testify
against the Negro students. The
white girls stood on the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendrnents in refusing to answer questions.
Hooded nightriders began terrorizing Negro communities. A student
in Texas was dragged from his home,
beaten, branded with red-hot irons
which left a KKK on his chest, and
hung head down from a tree. A gang
of whites armed with iron rods broke
into another student's home in the

middle

of the night and beat

his

mother and sister.

NORTHERN YOUTH
The speed and determination with

which students in the north organized in support of their Negro fellows in the South seemed to indicate that these young people were
only waitine for some such clear cut
issue. Following the McCarthy-era
purges on the campuses throughout
the country, the present generation

of students has been extremely cautious and self-concerned keeping
themselves largely removed from social or political questions. But, in the

twjnkle of an eye, students everywhere sprang up in defense of their
own beleagued kind. As an enthusiastic co-ed at the University of Wisconsin put it to me, "If Negro students can sit-doun in the South, certainly we can stand-up in the North."
And so meetings are being held,

money is being raised and picket
lines are forming on campuses of
every university. The National Student Association and the National
Student Christian F'ederation give
general counsel, provide facts and
help arrange for speakers. First activities were confined to individual
university communities, but larger'
and more coordinated action is now
under way.
Yale Universitv's forum "Challenge" brought together 2,ooo students from colieges in the northeast for a throe-day conference to
find out how best they could support

CUP OF COFFEE, PLEASEI

the southern students. Among the
twenty-five students from Vassar
College was 2r-year-old Marian Gray,

a senior. Miss Gray, a Negro,

says

that while she was aware of the situ-

Twenty-four
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states,

including

seven

Southern States-and Ghana, Africa
represented in the Smith Col-were
lege demonstration which took place

of the "Challenge" meetstarted in front of
and went through
wet, sloppy streets ro the business
district of Northampton. The girls
carried placards and handed out
as a result

it was this conference that ing. The march
transformed her into a leader of Neilson Library

ation

student activity at Vassar.

One

of the

speakers at the night
March rrth was Allard K.
Lowenstein, a New York attorney.
"Mr. Lowenstein came direct from
Alabama that night " says Miss
Gray, "and as I listened to him tears
rolled down my cheeks. Yet, I was
so proud of the bravery and dignity of those Negro students."
At Vassar the girls arranged a
civil rights rally and invited Herbert
Hill, labor secretary of the NAACF,
to speak. Group,meetings were held
in all eight dormitories on the following Wednesday night and on
Thursday afternoon one hundred
Vassar girls marched into the downtown district of Poughkeepsie carrying signs such as:
DON'T BUY
FROM WOOLWORTHIT DISCRIMINATES IN THE
SOUTH.
They passed out rr2oo leaflets bet!\/een 5 and 9 p.m. (Thursday is a
session,

late shopping day in Poughkeepsie.)
There had been no pickets at Vassar College in twenty-five years. The
girls did not know how the admin-

istration would react. Nevertheless,
after the risk was explained, not a
single girl who had signed up for
the demonsuation withdrew.

mimeographed letters of explanation.
Some people clapped. Some threw
snowballs. Someone shouted, "What
right do rich girls have to talk about

freedom!" And somebody called out,
"Nigger lovers!" That night the student body's House of Representatives granted permission for setting
up a fund called Support Southern
Students. The fund now has its own
banli account.
Bennington College in Vermonr
added an additional element to the
march and picketing. Eighteen girls
from Bennington sat at a Woolworth lunch counter for ninety minutes and refused to order anything.
Besides handing

out

leaflets, these

young ladies explained their reasons
in courteous, but clear voices to waitresses, manager and curious spectators.

Perhaps the four Carolina students
in Greensboro

who first "sat down"

did not know that in going into

Wooirvorth's they made the best possible choice of lunch counters. For

F. W. Woolworth Company is a
phenomenon of American capitalism. Not only does

it

have the most

extensive chain of stores in the world,

A
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but since 1879, when Frank Wool- stockholders' meeting MaY r8th and
worth opened his small Five-Cent "move for a policy of nonsegregaStore in Utica, New York, Wool- tion." The United PresbYterian
worth's has been the poor family's Church holds $roo,ooo worth of
store. It is the accumulated nickles common stock in the F. W. Wooland dimcs from the working masses worth Company. For perhaPs the
of America which built up the fabulous Woolworth fortune. And today
the company likes to boast that its
stock is widely distributed among
thousands of small stockholders-the
"little people." In every town of
America and in most of the cities

of the "free world,"

V/oolworth's

offers the cheapest possible merchandise to the largest possible numbers

of

people. Last year when Wool-

\L,orth was celebrating its 8oth An-

niversary, Robert C. Kirkwood,
president of the company wrote:
To many, it may come as a surprise
that Woolworth's serves more food
every day than any other single private
organization in the world. In hundreds

of

neighborhoods, our luncheonettes,
cafeterias, and baked goods departments

enjoy the regular patronage of adults

and young people.

Other chain

store-systems have

treen fashioned after Woolworth's:

S. H. Kress, W.T. Grant and S. S.
Kresge. All cater to "the masses";
all have lunch counters. But F. W.
Woolworth Company remains the
Dacesetter.

' M.-b.r,

of the Presbytery of New

York have voted

unanimouslY to

have representatives of the Commission on Ecumenical Mission and Relations, United Presbyterian Church

in the USA attend a Woolworth

first time in its history the Presbytery
is "urging our church's board to exercise its privilege as a stockholder
to express an opinion about company
(trVoolworth's) policy and as part
owner to ask for a change." Late in
March, Rabbi Joachim Prinz, President of the American Jewish Congress, wrote to the presidents of
Woolworth's, Grant's, Kresge's and

Kress' urging that their businesses
cease all discriminatory practices
throughout the country.
Philadelphia is only one example
of where a petition circulated by a
youth group called "Youth Against
Segregation" secured thousands of
signatures pledging: "We, the under'
signed pledge to buy nothing from
an F. W. Woolworth store anywhere
until the management of the national chain stores orders all stores
everywhere to serve and seat anY
customer without regard to race or
color." At the recent conference od
the American Federation of Labor
and Congress of Industrial Organization, top union leaders Pledged
themselves to boycott chain stores
that refused to serve Negroes at
Southern lunch counters. The Picture of Walter Reuther signing this
pledge profiered by Marvin |ohnson, one of the student leaders expelled from Louisiana's Southern
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University, is hailed as a signal victory.

IMPACT ON BUSINESS

Big Business is worried.Its Wali
Street lournal of. March 14 reported,

"One Woolworth unit (in Durham,
N. C.) that normally does about
5o7o ot its business with Negroes
has been practically deserted in recent days." The same report could
be made on Woolworth Stores in
hundreds of communities throughout the country. For no self-respecting Negro in the United States will
enter d Woolcuorth Store today. And,
within the last decade, Big Business
has become increasingly aware of
the Negro's buying power. Follow-

ing the massive arrests of Negro'students in Nashville, Tennessee, in the
week before Easter, the Negro community of that city put on a "withdrawal of patronage" campaign from
the downtown district of Nashville.
'fhe campaign was so successful that
hardly a Negro entered the stores.
In fact, few Negroes were even on
the sidewalks of the central shopping
area. Since it is estimated that Negroes spend about $7,5oo,ooo annually
in the downtown stores there, it can

be seen that the loss of business as
a result of this "withdrawal" campaign may spell the difierence between profit and loss in many establishments. Many department stores
in cities with large Negro communities have not run the risk of similar
boycotts. Hochschild Kohn & Co.,
Baltimore's largest department store,
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admitted Negroes to its dining room
on March z9th. A week later Hutzler
Brothers Co. in that city announced,
"Negroes will be served in our res-

taurant."*

On March 15, the

WooLworth

management, speaking for all chain
store managements, announced that
the policy of segregation in the South

would continue, adding that as "outsiders" they "cannot take the lead in
changing local custom." In reply, students point to the success of the bus

boycott in Montgomery, Alabama,
from which the Rev. Martin Luther
King emerged as a forthright, determined leader. There the bus com-

pany management was amused when
Negroes said tirey rvould walk rather
than use the segregated buses. But
when months passed and Negroes

continued to walk and white workers walked with them, the buses were

running empty through the streets.
was the "outside" bus company
management which capitulated. Today, buses in Montgomery, Alabama,

It

are integrated.

Talking to students on their campuses in the South one senses their
deep satisfaction in the fact that they
are now actively engaged in "breaking down the walls." They want no
more "fact-6nding committees." "'We
know the facts," they say, "everybody knows the facts. We are con-l oi ttluy 10, six departmenr and variety stores
in downtown Nmhvil'le announced the desegregation of their lunch counters; on lfay 23. merchants in \Tioston-Salem, N. C., "voted to de
segregare lunch-counter facilities irt the asr future."-N. Y, Timet, May 24, 1960,--Tbe Edi.
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cernecl with changel" Today's Negro students are openly critical of
their elders whom they label "timid"
"acquiescent" and "accommodating."
At the Conference of Southern Ne-

gro Student Leaders in Ra1eigh,
N.C, April 15-16, the NAACP was

strongly criticized for its lack of militancy. Its publication the Crisis was
labelled a magazine of the "black
bourgeois clubr" no longer "carrying
out the purpose of its founder, W.
E. B. DuBois."
"Old leaders foLlow the methods

of Booker T. Washington. Most o{
us are in favor of DuBois," adds foseph McNeil, one of the four who
started the movement.

No doubt they are headstrong, no
doubt they are militant. They are
disgusted by platitudes and pious
mouthings of those whom they are
expected to trust, respect and even
revere. The Negro .student feels betrayed by the Supreme Court which
allows so large a section of the land
to employ so many means, from violence to threats and even school
closures, to render its decisions mean-

ingless. They point scornfully at the

recent Congressional filibuster on
Capitol Hill and refer to the new
Civil Rights measure as "the mouse
brought forth by the Mountain."
The unshaken heroism, the calm
dignity widr which our vouth in the
Deep South have stepped forth to
claim their heritage of Manhood justifies all our hopes and fills us with
deep humility and pride. The lynch-

Election Perspectives

ers of Mississippi have not quelled
them, the Ku KIux KIan of Georgia
and Alabama has not succeeded in
turning them back. When, about
March rst, the all-white, all-elective
Louisiana State Board of Education

a warning that any student
joining in sit-down demonstrations
would be subjected "to stern disciissued

plinary action" the students of Southern University, located in the capital
of Louisiana, formed their ranks.
Baton Rouge, long-time bastion o{

White Supremacy, Iargest industrial
city of the Mississippi River delta,
does not have "racial disturhances."
('1Is it taken for granted 1[s1
know their place." The sit-in at lunch
counters started. The Negro students
rvere quickly arrested, taken to the
rat-infested, segregated jail, charged
with "disturbing the peace" and bail

set at the extraordinary figure of
$r,5oo each. The next day more students sat dorvn at lunch counters.
They too were arrested. So it went
until the day came when 3,ooo Negro students marched silently
through the center of Baton Rouge
to the State Capitol. There a senior
of Southern University mounted the
capitol steps and declared for all to
hear:

"We demand the rights given to
us by God . . . We demand the right

to move as we

please, and

not

be

hindered by tradition. . . We do not
seek to be the white man's brotherinJaw, only his brother."

in llew York

By Clarence Hathaway
EIow snsr

ro

set forth cleady our

Party's electoral policies in New York
State at a time when political movements, of all types and shadings, are
in a state of fux and uncertainry, is
not a little complex.

Yet our members are asking for
and require answers. Moreover, if
we are to contribute toward advancing the interests and understanding
of workers, Negro and Puerto Rican
peoples, and the peace forces, we
must strive to formulate a basically
correct and understandable approach
to the various groupings and to the

new lssues.
Obviously, the wrecking o[ the
Summit conference has violently catapulted the peace issue into the very
center of the political arena. It brings
to the fore a number of new aspects
of the peace struggle, and adds new
emphasis to the need of struggle for
peaceful co-existence of nations with

It was but a refec'
tion of a contrived policy arrived at
with Adenauer and De Gaulle to
continue world tensions, the nuclear
arming of West Germany, the continued military occupation of West
Berlin, the rejection of the Soviet
disarmament proposals, and contin'
ued plans for ultimate aggressive
nucleir war against the Socialist
world, including China.
3) Soviet spokesmen, headed bY
N. S. Khrushchev, could not become
a party to a sham conference when
a ieries of events, culminating in the
U-z incitement, exposed the planned
determination of the EisenhowerAdenauer-De Gaulle trio to refuse to
yield on any of the issues that stood
in the way of furthering world peace.

than a "mistake."

Probably the issues the Eisenhower

critics will most use in the election
campaign will be the "mistakesr"
"blunders" and "stupidities" of the
Administration. Many of these critics, however, will try to whip up war
hysteria and anti-communism by
charging that the main responsibil-

differing economic and social systems,
for disarmament, and for an end to
H-bomb tests.

The new

aspects

will

center

ity for the Summit failure

around the necessity of convincingly
showing that:

rests on

the Soviet Premier. Even some sincere peace advocates may be influenced by these efiorts. We must con-

r) It was the Eisenhower forces
that deliberately planned to torpedo
the Summit conference for fear that
such a conference would weaken
the world domination of U.S. impe-

tinue to work with all forces committed to struggle for a peaceful
world regardless of our difierent estimate of responsibility.
But here we are not dealing with

rialism.

z) The IJ-z provocation was more
37
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('mistakes"

or "stup,iditiesr'n but

with factors that are deeper and more
dangerous.

The fact is that Eisenhower, despite his Camp David commitments,
either never intended to go through
with a Summit conference to ease
world tensions and promote peacg or

else he, like Truman before him,
is the captive and the servant of the
Central Intelligence Agency, the
Pentagon top-brass, and the anti-Soviet war advocates firmly entrenched
in the State Department and througlrout the goivernment apparatus in
Washington.

We should remember that

these

forces, representing the big monopolies, have been a basic power in each

Administration from the time of the
landing of American troops in the
U.S.S.R. after the Bolshevik revolution in r9r7, through all of World
War II and since. They were the
authors of the most reactionary antidemocratic and anti-labor legislation here at homq and of the coldwar policies that led to the complete
encirclement of the Soviet Union
with military bases abroad.
These are also the forces now attempting to undermine from within
and to incite military intervention
against the Castro government in
Cuba.

Significantly these policies in their
modern cold-war, anti-socialist form

'were expressed first through the
Democratic administration of Truman and continued without substantial change through the Eisenhower

This is important to note,

because

some reactionary Democrats who are

now the "outs," will attack the "mis-

takes"-and "blunders"

in

of

Eisen.

exacdy the same manner
as Eisenhower attacked the Ko,rean

hower

the people, white, Negro,

chine.

reglme.

The most significant develoPment
of recent weeks is the resurgence ot
the lone dormant movement for Ad'
lai Stevinson. The more serious the
concern for the crisis in international

ist policies; anti-labor at home, and
anti-Soviet abroad. They will continue to try to block the growth of
the countries of Asia, Africa and
Latin America free from monopoly

aflairs the more one hears the view
that the other candidates are too inexoerienced to deal with Khrushchlv, that Stevenson is the onlY one
who could handle suih a iob' In
the last few days, eight headquarters
have been opened uP in New York
City to promote his- candidacY, and
a c"mpiigtt for one million signa-

domination. Truman,

tures is under waY.

war "mistakes" and "blunders" of
Truman. Yet they will continue to
support the same aggressive imperial-

Acheson,

Symington, fohnson and the Dixiecrats will follow that line.

in New York the advocates
of such reactionary po icies will rely
Ffere

mainly on the Rockefeller forces in
the Republican Party, possibly even
trying to substitute Rockefeller for
Nixon, and on the De Sapio machine
politicians in the Democratic Party.
Naturally our main struggle in the
campaign will be against the Repub.
lican candidates, whether it is a Nixon or a Rockefeller, and against the
Republican candidates for Congress
and State legislative offices. But with
equal effort and determination we
must expose and strive to defeat the

Dixiecrats, as well as the forces
backed by the Truman-Acheson leadership, most likely

a

Symingtoncombination.
They
are as reJohnson
acLionary on basic issues-on civil
rights and labor legislation, as well

We will naturally oppose
the candidates of the De Sapio maas peace.

As for the various other candi'
dates looked upon as more liberal,

with variationi of

course-Ffum-

pfuey, Morse, and KennedY- it looks
their supporters are unltas though
"Ul*k
Svmittgton and )ohnins to
roi. They either hoPe to ride on

a ticket with Stevenson, or else, like
Kennedy, they trY to bolster their
ow., *ttit gth by promising to Place
Stevenson*in chaige of foreign affairs.

What are the Potentials in New
York State for election results which
would then refect the needs of the
people on domestic issues, and furih.i th. struggle for peace?
The answer must be that the Possibilities are very good provided only
that the popular forces are united,
with common aims, and a common
outlook.
Our role, as Communists, must be
primarily that of exerting our all-

o,rt efioits to further the uniry of
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Puerto

Rican; tl bring forth clearly ,h. lt'
sues in the cailrpaign and he$ -the
people to understand them; and to
aia tfr. people in exerting ,1. gttll
est pressure on Parties and candrdatei around these issues and to infuence the outcome of the elections
in a way that will benefit-the people,
and fuither their struggle.
THE NEGRO AND
PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE
Let us approach first the question
of the Negro and Puerto Rican Peo'
ole-remeirberine that white worklr, ,rd all progrlssives cannot solve
their own problems so long as these
sections of the population are discriminated againit on iobs, in the
schools, and in housing. Let us remember Marx's statement that labor
in a white skin cannot free itself so
long as labor in a black skin is
branded. Above all, white Progres'
sives must supPort the growing de'
mand of the Negro and Puerto
Rican people for full representation

in

government.

Here there is substantial progress
to be noted. The Adam Powdl]ack forces have united in Harlem,
and, most importantly, in the r4th
A.D. where a split had develoPed
between the Negro and Puerto Rican people, endorsement has been
eiven to the Puerto Rican incumbent

breach healed. This will
also improve the situation in the
z3rd C.D. where a full slate of Negro

Ind the

nnd Puerto Rican candidates for leadership, convention delegates and can-
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didates has been filed. This movement is headed by Mrs. Anna Hedgeman who could be the first Negro
woman ever elected to Congress.
In the rTth A.D., in Brooklyn,
Negro, white, trade-union unity has
been established. There I.U.E. Local 485 and the Negro peop,le have
united to sup,port a white unionist, Roe for A.D. leader and Thomas
]ones, a Negro, for Assemblyman.
All of these Negro and Puerto
Rican candidates could be elected.
There has been a tremendous up'

around the civil rights issuq the
activities of the ]ewish and other
or'[ganizations around the antiSemitic outbreaks in West Germany, the commemorative demonstrations around the Nazi massacres in the Warsaw Ghetto, the
Union Square May Day demonstrations have all involved many
thousands.

The activities carried on by the
trade unions and the organizations

of the aged for the Forand health
insurance bill politically activated
surge of support for the southern many thousands. They held the
sit-in movement and for the defense May r8th meeting of rTooo peoof Reverend Martin Luther King.
ple in Madisan Square Garden.
The picket lines throughout the
Finally, at Madison Square Garcity at Woolworths, and Kresges, den on JVIay r9th, in i meeting
have involved thousands, including organized by the Sane Nucleai
large numbers of young people. On Policy Committee the crowd overMry rTth probably 3o,ooo people flowed into the streets. The speak.
participated in the meetings and ers represented the broadest peace
demonstrations for civil rights. The forces of all parties and classes,
trade unions brought zo,ooo into tlie from Alf Landon to Walter Reugarment area alone. The Harlem ther. This reflects the growing
Armory meeting brought out about might of the peace movement. And
9,ooo. The involvement of these peo- a number of trade unions, contrary
ple, particularly the young people to the George Meany policy, worked
and the trade unionists, in the elec- effectively to make this gigantic outtions could sweep all Negro and pouring possible.
Puerto Rican candidates to victory.
Also throughout the city there are
W'ould it not be something for the substantial mass movements of tenBronx to be proud of-to send the ants, parent-and-teachers associations,
first Negro Congresswoman to Wash- and strong groups that have grown
ingtonl
up around the fight for desegregated
schools.
DEVELOPING MASS
These movements, together with
MOVEMENTS
the powerful trade-union movemenr,
Besides the mass movements that have it within their power to win
have grown up in New York substantially increased and improved
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political representation in Congress
and in the legislature if they were
united on a program committed to
peace, civil rights, health insurance
for the aged, desegregation of schools,
new housing for the low and middleincome groups, the repeal of TaftHardey and the Landrum-Grifrn
laws, the $r.25 minimum wage, the
3o-hour week without reduction in
weekly pay, and legislation refecting
the needs of the youth.
Such a common political struggle,
even though carried on in this state
through the channels of the Democratic Party, would inevitably draw
these masses into struggle against
the giant monopoly interests, which
would vigorously oppose their every
demand, and eventually it could
only pave the way for the creation
of their own party, one devoted to
the interests of the anti-monopoly
popular forces-the workers, the Negro and Puerto Rican people, small
business and professional people and

the farmers. Though we Communists are not able now to determine
the course, certainly we will do all
we can as active participants in all
these movements and organizations
to bring forward the issues, to show
how they are intertwined to direct
the fight against the big monopoly
interests, and to help the people find
the road toward a Labor-Negro-Farmer Party.
INSURGENT MOVEMENT

A further important progressive political force in New York is the in-

IN NEW YORK
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surgent movement within the Democratic Party, headed by ex-Senator

Her,bert Lehman,

Mrs. Eleanor

Roosevelt and Thomas Finletterknown as the New York Committee

for Democratic Voters. Though its
central avowed purpose is to defeat
the Tammany machine, to end the
boss rule of De Sapiq Buckley and
Sharkey, and to democratize the par-

ty, it firmly advocates extended democracy, the repeal of anti-democratic laws, and support for peace, civil
rights and other progressive legislation. Besides giving support to such
Negro candidates as Mrs. Anna
Hedgeman in the Bronx, and Thomas ]ones in Brooklyn, they are waging major leadership battles in many
districts throughout the five boroughs, and an important congressional fight in the zoth Congressional
District of Manhattan where they are
running William Ryan against the
reactionary incumbent, Teller. They
are also pushing many candidates
for Assemblyman, notably William
Delano in the 3rd A.D. of Man-

hattan.

Though this movement aims to
remain within the Democratic Party,

it nevertheless, in this period, plays
a significant progressive role. As
Communists we also are interested
defeat of reactionary political
machines and in the furtherance of
greater democracy. It is the workers and the common people who
sufier most from any restrictions on

in the

dernocracy.

The trade unions, generally speak-
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ing, are slowest to take uP

serious,

sustained political activitY.

Some, like the garment workers
under Dubinsky, are active in the
Liberal Party, with a generallY social-democratic orientation. Originallv thev named F.D.R. and other
New Oeil candidates as their own.
Now they frequentlY do not unite
with other ptogt.tsiue forces and

Partv forces. together with ourselves,
,rorrrrd the fighlfor peace, civil rights
and liberties,-and other agreed upon
issues. We will strive for agreement

with them on ioint eflorts to Pro'

ward a Labor-Negro-Farmer PartY.
The main body of trade unionists
carry on their activity through the
Democratic Partv. Not as much embeen'placed on building
phasis
-COPE has
here as in some other Places;
though the unions have done good
wo.k- ot civil rights, the Forand
Bill and some other issues. TheY
may show greater activity after the

to Destroy the

Communist Party
By William Z. Foster

mote the formation of a new PartY

anti-monoPolY forces at a
when the mass trade-union

of the
time

movement can be won for such a
policy. We should solicit their help

olav a divisive role. There are some in *innit g the uade unions for such
^"-tr"
them now who seem to be a Parw. Meanwhile we should make
orientitine towards deals with the "1.r. tur readiness to unite with
a
Rockefelle"r-Republican forces. How- them now in the selection of Peace
Congress
for
candidates
or
candidate
or
Left
ever, where there are
Pro'
gressive forces in their clubs they in agreed-upon congressional disItrive for unity on issues and candi- tricts.
To conclude, besides our main
dates with other progressive forces,
and work to infuence them to move
with the whole labor movement to-

Browder Tries Again

in stimulating and building
thJmass movement, the Communist
Party in New York Plans to run at
leasL one Communist for Congress,
and possibly another orre or two
for an assembly or state senatorial

emphasis

seat.

Moreover, we intend to issue PoPu-

lar leafets in large quantities on the
main issues, and an election pladorm
setting forth our Socialist aims on a
foundition of struggle around the
primaries and the Party conventions. main issues before the country-such
It is in the trade unions that Com- as peace, civil rights, civil liberties,
munists and other Left and p'rogres- the demands of labor, etc.
We urge all our comrades, worksive forces have the maior lob to
do. Political issues and struggles ing with their neighbors and shoP
must be Presented as inseParable mntes, to give their maximum effrom the every day trade-union and forts to the campaign, giving also
shop struggles. The battles around due attention to building our own
automation alone, for instance, re- party, and rhe Wor\er. Out of the
iampaign can come a bigger Com'
quire political struggles.
'Finallv we should include eflorts munist Party, with greater mass in'
to unite the A.L.P. and Progressive fuence and prestige.

Eenr, Bnowoun wes rxprr.r,no from
unani-

the Communist Party, by

suddenly learned that the Party was

mous vote of the National Commit-

full of opposition to him. Practically
all his followers in the Party de-

tee, in February ry46. This was done
because of, "gross violation of Party
discipline and decisions, for active

ily. He has since kept pouring out
a stream of articles, books,

opposition to the political line and
leadership of our Party, for develop,ing factional activity, for betraying the principles of Marxism-Leninism, and deserting to the side of
the class enemy, American monopoly

capital.

The struggle against
Browder and Browderism is no
longer a struggle against a trend in
the Communist and labor movements. It is now a struggle against
a deserter from communism, against
an alien ideology and influence."
Browder's enemy conduct since that
time has amply demonstrated the
correctness of these charges, formulated by Robert Thompson, veteran
communist soldier of the Spanish
War, and ho,lder of the U. S. Distinguished Service Cross medal in
the war against Germany and Japan.
Browder had been Party secretary
for a number of years; he gradually

serted him, save his immediate fam-

pamphlets, radio

and

speeches, etc., containing

television

all sorts of

contradictory and false arguments.
Browder is a pampered darling of
the capitalist propaganda forces. But
he has never succeeded in building
up his shattered followers, except for
a handful among the bankrupt and
recently-expelled revisionist Gates
sect. His latest attempt, also a dud,
is his fanciful article attacking the

Party

in the March,

196o, issue

of

Harper s Magazine

During his iater years in Party
leadership, and since then, Browder
has concocted all sorts of fantastic

schemes. He proposed to clasp hands

with ]. P. Morgan as a symbol of
national unitv; he wanted the Republican and Democratic Parties to
put up a joint ticket in the Presidential elections of. ry44, which would
have excluded Roosevelt; he actually

and egoistic, and unfit for his Party

dissolved the Communist Party in
the South; and was instrumental in

His expulsion, which

devel-

changing its name (and composition)

oped very rapidly, was a blow from

in the North to the Communist Political Association: he proposed that

became more and more opportunistic

office.

which he has never recovered. He
+3
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the country be run by the "intelligent
capitalistsr" and he agreed to help

them drum up 4o billion dollars in
foreign trade "with their own methods"l he declared that he was responsible for Franklin Roosevelt running
a third time! He declares now-in
Harpey's-that his expulsion was the
signal for the cold war between the
capitalist powers and the Soviet

mania. The ignoring of U.S. and
world imperialism, is the central
failure; it comes from opportunism
gone mad. Likewise, in this connection, he ignores not only the whole
persecution and prosecution of Party
leaders and many others in the Left,
but the whole phenomenon of McCarthyism and New Conservatism
and conformism, which even a Su-

Union-which is in line with his preme Court Justice called the "Black
monstrous ego. Boundless egoism Pall of Fear."
Browder's expulsion was brought
and fantastic political schemes are
among the principal reasons for his about by the exposure of his revisiondownfall. Generally, his proposals in ist program in the French commuthe last years of his office went to- nist magazine, Cahiers du Cornmwwards the liquidation of the class nisrne, by |acques Duclos, a promistruggle, and the tailing after the nent leader of the French Party. The
monopolists, with the latter in full French article was caused by Browdcommand. Becoming more and more er's dabbling in the French and
absurd, his schemes have now become
altogether impossible.
Brouder started with the idea of a

benevolent American imperialism;
moved to the point of equating the
USA and USSR as sources of the
rvar danger, and then to asserting
that there was more socialism in the
USA than in the USSR, and more
capitalism in the USSR than in the

many other Communist Parties with

his opportunist and

destructive

schemes. Duclos' article was written

in

defense

of the French Party.

So

little did the French comrades think
r,[ it as an international article, that
they did not send our Party a copy
of tlrcir magazine containing it-we
had to dig it up from a subscriber
in New York weeks later, having
USA; and now, in Harper's, one has heard about it by chance. But
a picture of a devilish, war-provok- llrou,cler has since blorvn up the
ing USSR functioning in a gen- Duclos article with numerous absurd
erilly benign world and causing all interpretations-such as claiming
sorts of catastrophes, from the Cold tirat it came frorn Stalin-trying in
War tc the ruination of the Commu- vain to explain away his own drastic repudiation by the American
nist Party of the USA.
communist membership.
his
HarPer's
thing
about
The main
In the Harper's article, Browder
article is the ignoring of any kind
of social, economic, or political an- has even outdone himself with "exalysis; it is filled with gross ego- planations" of the Duclos article. It

AGAIN ATTACKS THE PARTY

has taken him r5 years to think up

his latest brainstorm. He

actually

"Niftita
notu adopted the
'heresy' for wltich I was \icfred out
of the Communist party in ry45. His
neu policy af co-existence is almos,
ouord lor atord the same line I a:duo-

says tlrat the Soviet Premier

Khru,shch.eu has

at"go. So my crime
has become-at least for the moment-tlte neta orthodoxy." The
statement, of course, cannot be dignified with any other term than that
it is a deliberate lie, slanderous and
insulting to Premier Khrushchev.
Browder actually was expelled from
the Communist Party of the United
States because he represented an opposite policy from Khrushchev, and
it was exposed by the Duclos article.

cated filteen years

BROWDER'S FAKE
PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
Ever since the formation of the Soviest Union in November rgrz the
Russian Communist Party and its
leaders have carried on a firm policy

for peace with

all countries:

On November 8, r9r7 . . . the Second Congress of Soviets . . . adopted

dectee on peace drafted by Irnin.
. . . In the r9r9 Soviet Congress, knin

a

declared, "The Soviet Republic desires

to live in

with all nations, and
all its efiorts on domestic
construction. . We never changed
our peace conditions. Many times we
e pecially oflered peacc to the Entente
(England and France)" We deterpeace

concentrate

termlnedly favor economic understand"

ing with America, with all countries,
but especially with America." . . '
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Under Stalin's leadership, the Soviet
Government continued Lenin's peace
policy. . . In December 1927, Stalin

reiterated the basic tenet of this policy:
"The basis of our relations with the
capitalist countries is the allowance for
the coexistence of two opposite systems." (For Peaceful Coexistence, pp.
3-4, International Publishers, rg5r).

Premier Khrushchev is brilliantly
and creatively continuing and devel-

oping this 4o-years long policy o{

peaceful coexistence, steadfastly adhered to by the Soviet Communist
Party under the leadership of Lenin
and Stalin. His whotre course has
gone to the abolition of war and the
burden of armaments; he is the outstanding world champion for ending
the cold war. Now we have Browder,
in his Harpe/s anicle, insolently in-

timating that Khrushchev has

adopted and learned his peace policy

from Browder! And this frorn
Browder, himself, just another coldwar hack.

From its foundation, the Soviet
Union has faced the imperative program of preventing war and at the
same time carrying forward socialism. This has been its unavoidable
two-pronged policy. In this policy ir
has been very successful, and it has
had to carry it out in the face ofi
stupendous obstructions placed in the
way by the other powers. Particu.
larly is this success the more remarkable because, since the end of World
War II, the United States, which of
all the great powers was alone undamaged by the Hitler-aggressive
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war, has been striving for dominaThe
United States had a rnonopoly of the

tion over the whole world.

sulted in the forces of socialism bend-

ing the knee to, and doing the bidding of, American imperialism, and

to

atomic and hydrogen bombs, had air

sentencing themselves

bases

This would have surelv prevented
the coming into existence of the
whole bloc of socialist states. There

all over the world, and

had

of active military allies, besides
controlling the United Nations. Also,
the capitalist powers have waged a
number of wars during this period

scores

-Greece,

Korea, China, Indo-China,

Malaya, Indonesia, Algeria, Suez,
etc. Nevertheless, the Soviet Union

has checkmated this militarism, main-

tained peace, and has gone ahead
building socialism, until ir is now
definitely overtaking and running
ahead of the decaying world capitalist system in many respects-space
exploration, rocketry, peaceful atomic
energy, science, technology, education, culture, etc. Thus, the socialist
powers, instead of provoking the cold
war, as Browder charges, have ac-

tually minimized and curtailed it,
and eventually they will succeed in
plltting an end to it. The Soviet
Union is now moving irresistibly for
the halting of war and for the total
and universal disarming of the nations.

This is the great policy of peaceful
coexistence, as advocated and practiced by the Soviet Union since the
days of Lenin, and later by the whole
bloc of socialist countries. It has nothing to do with the system of opportunistic tailing after the United States
imperialists, as advocated by Earl
Browder. Ifis policy, were the socialist world so unwise as to have
put it into effect, would have re-

sterility.

would have been a weak and isolated
Soviet Union; there would have been
no Chinese Revolution; and the
many other socialist states woLrld not
have been born.
This would have been the fruit of
Browder's policy of tailing after the
United States on a world scale. The

growth

of

socialism irresistibly requires initiative, not tailing after imperialism, as Browder has been doing for many years. Helping the imperialists to realize their own objectives "with their own methods"

(Browder), probably would have
in a war, for it is absurd

rcsulted

t() suppose that the growing socialist

movemcnt would have long permittcd itself to be checked, curbed, and
con{ir-red by such restrictive pro-im-

pcrialist measures as Browder advocates. Browder is a modern King
Canute, trying to sweep back the irresistible tides of socialism-an impossible proposition.

THE GOVERNMENT AND
THE REVISIONIISTS TRY
TO DESTROY THE
COMMUNIST PARTY

Browder's assertion that "stalin
ruined the American Communist
Party" is nonsense. This charge
sounds particularly strange

in

the

mouth of a Browder, who not so
Iong ago boasted of his close friendship r.vith Stalin. Indeed, when
Brou,der made his last trip to Moscow, in ry45, he was informing all

and sundry that Stalin alc,ne was the
reliable one among the Soviet Party
leadership. At the time, his favorite
brainstorm was that Stalin was sup

rounded with war-makers-"Mc-

Carthy boysr" Browder called them

would not give Stalin

a

chance to advance his (Browder's)
-who
"peace" line. This was more of the

characteristic Browder absurdities.
It was only when he got a Polite
brushofi on his last visit to Moscow
(he could not even get in to see
Stalin) that he began to talk against
him. This rebufi was not surprising,
as Soviet Russia could not afford to
tov around with Browder's political
aberrations.

In his early years, Stalin was a
brilliant leader. He made serious
errors in his concluding period, but

it cannot be said that he ruined the
American Communist Party. It took
Browder about 15 years to fabricate
this cherge against him. With all his
later faults, Stalin took an interest
in our PartY and had a strong aP
preciation of its future. ln 1929, irt
ihe midst of a bitter factional fight
in our Party with Lovestong which
Stalin was instrumental in ending
(and in which he sharply criticized
myseif, among others), he gave our
Party an enormous Push forward
(before Browder was hardlY known
in the Party.) Stalin, at that time,
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said, "I think, comrades, that the
American Communist Party is one
of those fer,v communist parties in
the rvcrld upon which history has
laid taslis of a decisive character from
the point of view of the world revo-

lutionary movement." Browder's
in his article that he was using
me as a "hidden mine" to destroy
the Party is too typically ridiculous
to discuss.
Not Stalin, but the United States
Government, aided by the GatesBrowder type of revisionists, did to
our Party the considerable damage
that it has sufiered in recent years.
Under both the Truman and Eisenboast

holver regimes, the communists were

to the most bitter attacks
from the federal and state authorities,

sul--jected

and the employers. Many scores o{
men and women rvere railroaded to
jail for long terms in almost every
big city; the courts were cluttered up
rvith stoolpigeon witnesses, reaction'
ary state's attorneys, and careerist
judges, who handed out long sentences for imaginary ofienses. Even
yet, years after the McCarthy hysteria
has come virtually to an end, several
communists are still in jail, after long
imprisonment, their only ofiense

being that they dared to speak out
against McCarth;,ism and the war
danger. The Party was actually out'
lawed by federal Iaw, denYing the
Party the right to meet, etc., and this
law is still in efiect. The revisionists
of the type of Gates and Browder did

all they could to hamstring

and

liquidate the Party in the face of its
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great enemles.

Flenry Winston, a young Negro
Communist leader, has developed a
brain tumor q,hile in jail; he recently
underwent an almost fatal operation, u,hich has left him crippled and
almost blind. But the callous authorities still hold him a prisoner. An-

other Communist leader,

Bob

Thompson, a much decorated

veteWar, has

ran of the Second World
also been in jail for several years, on
the same fake charges. He had his
skull beaten in, with an iron pipe,
by a fascist prisoner, while in jail,
and he nearly died. He is wearing a
metal plate in his skull. This is the
way the Communist Party has experienced our boasted "freedom,"
and it is these tactics that have done
what injuries our Party has recently
suffered; but of course, Browder is
anxious to protect his capitalist paymasters, and he makes no mention
of this reign of terror.
But no communist is dismayed at
the losses in membership which our
Party sufiered under the attacks oI
the government and the revisionists.
The Party is rapidly recovering, and
will continue forward. Al1 the big
communist parties of today, beginning with Soviet Russia and People's China, and running through
the whoie list of socialist countries,
as well as those in capitalist countries, such as Indonesia, Italy, France,
Brazil, etc., have sufiered vastly

greater in their day from the attacks
of capitalist reaction than has our
Party, and have brilliandy more than

recovered {rom them. Our Party,
we may be assured, will soon more
than pick up its strength again.

AII the

socialist countries

are

booming ahead. And Africa is ablaze

with revolutionary spirit, Asia

gone forever from imperialist domi
nation, and Latin America is rapidly
shaking ofi the chains of Yankee imperialism. Cuba is only one examp,le;
but the real awakening conditions
in Latin America were indicated in

trip. All the
countries thar he visited were earnestly expecting financial aid, as all are

Eisenhower's recent

in

crisis.

But Mr. Eisenhower,

as

soon as he was safely out of Latin
America, declared that the United
States had no intention of delivering
subsidies to these lands. These may
be expected to have widespread re-

bellious consequences in many Latin-American countries. The LatinAmerican people are not going to
content themselves with flowery
phrases.

N,Ir. Brorvder

is an apologist for

Amcrican imperialism. He has been
llken to the bosom of the imperialist press, and is now busy grinding
out, at a good financial rate, endless
articles and other pub,licity matter
for them. His Harper's article is but
another example of his utter bankruptcy and megalomania. Our Party,
and communist parties all over the
world, will not allow turncoats such
as Browder to swerve them from
their inevitable and historic goal of
socialism.

Recovery

After the Anti-Revisionist $truggle*

is

By James S. Allen

The rTth National

Convention

rvorked out positions that enable the
party to respond on the prime ques-

tions of the day. Events themselves
virtually beg the party to resnme irs
vigorous political role. We need only
mention the magnificent new phase
of the struggle for Negro freedom
now opened in the South, the wide
response particularly among the
youth, and the new peace and political agitation in the labor movement
since the steel strike" Yes, the situation is increasingly favorable to the
renewal of the party and the revival

of the

progressive forces.

We-all of us-can hardly

struggle.
Essentially, the latest revisionist at-

be

blamed for being impatient with our
own slowness. For we see that today
it is possible to move more swiftly
out of the twilight zone between
inertia and action, between indecision and confidence, between illegality and legality-not only in the

tack insicle the party has been defcated. In the prevailing enviroument of labor reformism and class
collaboration, revisionist attacks
from cutside the party continue, and
new pressures of this type will arise
within the party as well, we can be
sure. But in breaking the recent revisionist siege, the partv scored an
outstanding victory. True, it came

meaning of the law but in the fundamental legalit;r of the mass movement.

at a heavy cost. The losses were needlessly high, we bear many scars and

Tlris article was a contribution to ttre discussion at the nreerins of the National Committe.

CP,
-*

USA, held

Obviously, the major obstacle is
not to be found in the external situation, as difficult as it still is. Today,
what the party itself does, as smail
as it is, can prove decisive.
What restrains us I Many inner
factors may be cited. But the main
difficulty, it seems to me, is that the
line of democratic anti-monopoly
struggle has not yet seized hold oi
the party as a whole and galvanized
it into action, which is the only way
the party can renew itself.
I think the principal reasons for
this dificulty are ro be found in the
aftermath of the recent inner-party

io ehicago in March, 1960.+d.
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wounds, and we sufiered a tempo-

rary lcss of prestige among

our

friends and allies. Neverthc'less, with-

out ttiis victory, we could not even
think of moving forward.
A tendency to swing in the opPosite direction, which plagued us for
a time, has been deterred bY the
Convention, and this tendency can
be overcome if the line of the Convention is developed in action. Here
is where we confront the princiPal
problern rvhich has to be solved to
cornplete the recovery of the party.
Prevlousiy, fears of dogmatism and
Left sectarianism hampered a more
decisive rejoinder to revisionism, and

prolonged the struggle unnecessarily.
Today, rve have a different situation.

If we are fully conscious of it, we
can institute a preventive cure

against a similar weakuess in reverse,

and propel the party forward.
What we need to overcome todaY
are hesitation and indecision whiclt
arise from fears lest the bold proiection of the democratic anti-monopoly
perspective should lead to the recurience of opportunistic mistakes. To
the extent that this attitude exists, it
tends to sustain dogmatic and sec-

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST REVISIONISM

portunistic direction. In this resp'ect,
we will have to do much better than
rve did in the past, and we will if
rve keep such a danger in mind even
now, as we evolve our policies. But
at this inidal stage, that cannot be

our principal concern. Rather, our
main concern now is to overcome
the indecisions and fears which impede tis from rnoving boldly along

the line of the Convention.
Therefore, it might prove helPful
to summarize in what resPects the
revisionists were defeated, but to do
so in the iight of the central democratic perspective that is required
for this period.
I will attempt this, point by point.
iB

if

if

The party rejected the revisionist
idea that Marxism does not apply in
any fr-rndamental sense to the special
conditions of the United States. This
idea ran parallel with the cry ot
re.rctiorl that Marxism and its party
rrre alien to America. The recent crop

of revisionists took advantage of the
sharp attack of reaction, and the legal dilliculties in which the party

fc,und itself, to urge their anti-Marxtarian approaches, and impedes the ism on us. The party repudiated this
party from elaborating fully its cen- r-rtterly unprincipled effort to gain
Iegality.
tral or.rtlook.
In rcasserting our Marxist PosiOf course, as we know only too
well from experience, when united tion, I am afraid we tended to affirm
fronts and democratic alliances begil too weakly a central Marxist Printo emerge we will have to be on ciple from which the party can despecial guard against pulls in an op- part onlv at the price of defeat. This

is the identification of the Communist Party with the rich democratic
and cultural traditions and with the
national interest of the country. The
revisionists distorted this principle

for their own purposes. We

are

rightly contemptuous of those who
left the party in order, as they said,
"to rejoin the American people." We
should not permit this slander
against both the party and the American people to keep us from eradicating the slightest suspicion that the
concept of national interest and ol
democratic tradition are foreign to
Marxism.
The national interest is that
which is required to secure the very
existence of the nation and to assure
its progress. The democratic tradi-

tion is the product of the people's
struggles from the very birth of the
nation. Today, in the nuclear age,
the national interest can be defined

with crystal clarity in two words:
Peaceful Coexistence, To assure this
for as long as there are two systems
in the world we need a full regeneration of democracv in the coLrntry.
An outstanding fact of our times
is that the monopoly elite of the
bourgeoisie, controlling political
power today, will betray the national
interest and destroy democracy unless kept constantly in check by the
pressure of the people. Under cqnditions of present-day capitalism, the
working class is postured to become
the chief exponent of the national in-

5r

terest, the leading advocates of the
best democratic and cultural traditions, the force which can regenerate
and renew the nation.

This is the very warp and woof

of the policies of the Communist
Party. This is rvhy it places peace

first on the agenda. This is wav it
projects the fight for democracv as
the central therne of progress: The
winning of democracy for the Negro
people and the victory of democracy
in the South, with the eradication of
Dixiecratism from our national li{e,

the defense of the representative
democratic institutions themselves
against the constant efiorts of monopoly to undermine them, the fullest
utilization of democracy in the interests of labor and all wage-earners,
the safeguarding of oui cultural
heritage from the encroachments of
Big Business. This is what Marxism
teaches us. This is what it means under present American conditions.
it
it
{t
The party rejected the revisionist
contention that the revelations about
the Stalin cult together with the sup"
pression of the counter-revolution in
Hungary raised basic doubts as to
the socialist character of the systems
in the Soviet Union and the People's
Democracies. Today, it is hardly
necessary to go beyond the evidence
of events themselves, which so completeiy repudiate the revisionist contention.

The

outstanding

fact of world
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politics is the great surge forward ol
the socialist rvorld in every respect.
Instead of inner collapse, on the expectation o{ which the cold war leaders pursued their policies, we have

the further consolidation and

the

sweeping growth of socialism, the
communist goal coming into view,

the aim boldly raised of overtaking
capitalism within the decade, a new
breathtaking vitality in democracy,
crilture and science.
We can ask again, as we did dur-

can indeed be taken as symptomatic

of a profound change beginning
right here in the United States. It
is the kind of wisdom that can bring

the cold war to an end.

Let us proclaim this victory

over

revisionism boldly, as a great patriotic
victory for the party!
The party rejected the revisionist
idea that extended peaceful coexistence would mean the suspension o{

manial Who cleared the way for

the class struggie on a world scale
and at home. From Browder to the
recent crop, this has been the kerne]
of revisionist thinking in the new

overcoming the isolation of the party

postwar era.

revisionists with their negation
-the
of socialist successes or the party
with its confidence in socialist progress ? True, some of the revisionists

The source od this erroneous view
lies in the confusion between new

irg the midst of the revisionist

peaceful relations among

states,,

rvhich is a diplomatic and political
relationship, and the basic shift in
the underlying social forces which
is making such a relationship pos.

soon found themselves swimming
with the anti-Soviet stream, which
then seemed to them to be going
places. tsut it was the party, in re- sible. These basic forces continue on
pudiating the revisionists, which thc upglade. The progress of socialshowed the way to swim with the ism, the successes of the colonial relnost important emergent currelrt ilr volutions, and the growth of great
the country-the mounring senti- labor and democratic mass movement for peaceful coexistence with mcnts in a number of countries conthe socialist world.

Today, important sectors of the
trade unions are beginning to join
this current; other leaders of public
opinion are swimming with us.
When a top national TV program
(NBC) can show a happy Hungary
on the screen and philosophize that
comrnunisrn is an established fact in
Eastern Europe beyond recall, this

tinue to change the world. The very
same laws of social development
rvhich now bring into sight the abolition of war have also produced a new
and more severe phase of the general
crisis of the capitalist system. These
social laws, which are expressed in
class and social struggles and in the

competition of antagonistic social
systems, are not cancelled out bv

peaceful relations among goverrments. Forms of the struggle are indeed afiected, in a very basic sense.
The most important, on an international scale, is the new prospect of
peacefirl competition rather than
armed struggle between states with
different social systems. But history
stili moves forward through the contradiction and conflict of class and
social forces.

Therefore, the revisionists were incorrect when thev held that peaceful

coexistence would result in the
stability of capitalism, and that the
fight for peace required policies
directed toward class collaboration.
The party is eutirely correct, as current events show, in recognizing as
characteristic of this period in our
country the growing aiuteness of the

It is also profoundly
right in seeing the necessity for a
class struggle.

democratic anti-monopoly mass line,
in rvhich the working class seeks
broad alliance with non-monopoly
forces, in order to assure a permanent national policy of peace.
Unfortunately, it seems to me, we
are still restrained by certain hesitations and fears left over from this
phase of the struggle against revi-

sionism. These prevent us from
estimating more boldly and confidently the nature o{ the great shift
which has taken place in world affairs. Mostly, I think, we are somewhat dizzy from watching the two
tendencies spinning aronnd the same
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spot. On the one hand, as we have
seen, the revisionists argued that
since peace is assured by the basic
shift in world relations, we can now

have an evolution to

socialism

through the collaboration of classes
r.vithin the country and on a world
scale. On the other hand, startin"g
from the same premise, others held.
that r.vith peace guaranteed, we must
now jump right ofi into the struggle
for socialism in the United Stites.
According to the latter view, capitalism as a whole rather than monopoly should be the immediate target.
Consequentiy, there is no need, they

say, for democratic anti-monopoly
united fronts, and for the policies
arising frorn this need.
Thus we see that both the rightist
and the leftist lines of thinking,
starting from the same premise,
would have the same resuk-the seifisolation of the party from the central struggle for peace, and therefore
its dismantling as an efiective political force. If we were to follow the
advice of rightists we would take a
permanent vacation from the class
struggle against monopoly, a struggle which is required to gain enduring pea.ce. If we were to follow the
leftists, we might talk a great deal
about class struggle, burt

in

practice

absent ourselves from the actual
mass moyements which are today
deeply democratic in content and
anti-monopoly in direction.
It is not dificult to discover what
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is wrong. Both lines of

thinking

start out with the same one-sided in.
terpretation of the turn in world affairs. Both see the turn as practically
finished, and they also see it as pure

the conflicts, struggles
-without
and contradictions in the situation.

The rTth Convention rejected this

It struck out
along a correct road emphasizing
the need to mount the major struggle against the powerful cold war
forces in the country intent on reversing the world trend while also
pointing to the new possibilities for
ending the cold war. But somehow
we did not give due recognition to
the magnitude of the turn itself.
I think we should correct this in
the further development of our policy. We need to grasp, as our starting point, the historic fact that a
turn toward the relaxation of tensions has indeed begun-a turn still
in progress, which is beset with many
conficting and contradictory forces
arising from the nature of imperialism, end which therefore can be expected to have its twists and bends.
But the fact is that in the rapidly
moving present-day world the forces
of socialism and colonial revolution
are frustrating imperialism, and particularly U.S. imperialism, as is so
dramatically shwon in Cuba. Of
course, monopoly will seek new
methods, when the old fail, to achieve
imperialist aims. But it is no longer
master of the rvorld situation. In adlopsided interpretation.

THE

dition, monopoly, and especially U.S.
monopoly, is embroiled in growing

inter-imperialist rivalries within a
narrower capitalist orbit, accentuating all the inner difficulties.
As a resuit, the peace forces in the
country are presented with an unexcelled opportunity to complete the
turn in domestic politics to an established national policy of peace, leading toward total disarmament and
toward the efiort to convert to a
peace economy

of full

employment.

It is not enough to see the resist'We

ance to ending the cold war.
must fully appreciate the magnitude
of the turn itself if we are to pursue
most effectively the struggle against

the cold war forces, with the goal
of ending wars even while this country remain capitalist.
The party rejected the revisionist
view that the perspective of the democratic road to socialism, including
the possibility of peaceful transition
entails the repudiation of the Marxist
theory of the state, as it pertains both
to the capitalist and the socialist
states. The revisionist position was
most completely presented in the

Welfare State theory, with its concept of a new intermediate stage of
society, which has its own special
kind of state. Although Bittelman
made ample use

of rigid

Marxist

phraseology in describing this theory, he somehow managed to get rid
of the dialectical essence of Marxism.
Consequently, he found himself, by

STRUC,GLE AGAINST REVISIONISM

a curious quirk of accident if

you

choose, on the same ground as those

who argue that the "new" capitalism
is, or is becoming, a welfare society.

This kind of recent experience
with revisionism has left a goodly

portion of the party, and many of its
followers, hesitant about the line of
democratic anti-monopol.y struggle

for fear that it might be confused
with revisionism.
In essence, revisionism equates the
defense of democracy with the defense of capitalism, by whatever
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exclude the possibility of goverrments with democratic anti-monopoly aims, before the decisive
emergence of working class govern.
ment. Neither does

it

set up artificial

boundaries between the fight for de-

mocracy and the light for socialism,
it sees one leading into the other.
We see socialism as a radical extension of democracy, enriched with a

for

new popular content and based on
new socialist property relationships.

This is a single, comprehensive
view-a guide for the present and
into the future. It alerts us to the
prime need of the present day. To

name. On the other hand, the Marxits perspective enables us to see the
struggle for the defense of democracy as a progression of mass move'
ments directed against monoPoly

achieve and secure extended peace-

and other backward social forces,
thus winning ground for the exten'
sion of democracy and for basic so-

it, is the unity of labor and democratic struggles, so centrally expree

cial changes. We see in the growth

of these mass movements of

labor,
the non-

the Negro, farmers and
monopoly sectors the possibility of
broad alliances and united fronts,
that will isolate the most reactionary
forces, curb monopoly power and
move towards its elimination, with
growing restrictions upon capitalist
ixploitation itself. For the p,arty, the
democratic anti-monopoly perspective is the guide to all the prime
struggles of our day, to the struggles
of tomorrow, and to the road to so-.
cialism. Our dynamic view of
democracy, with its content of mass
struggle and social change, does not

ful

coexistence,

this period must be-

come the era of democratic revival
in the United States. At the heart of

in the Labor-Negro alliance, the
development of which provides the
springboard for a great leap forward.
Communists in other lands see the

sed

general outlook in a similar light.
Last November, seventeen Communist Parties of capitalist Europe issued a joint declaration, in which the
central emphasis is put on "the imperative need" for "a new advance
in the fight for democracy." Then
too, stress the "New opportunities
for the fight for liberty, to defend

reestablish it where
it new vitality."
They, too, see the checking of monopoly power as the requirement of
democracy,

to

necessary and to give
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and democratic revival, the
"unity of working class and democratic struggie" for the people's
rights as the way to "a democratic
and not a reactionary soludon."
They, also, say: "The perspective for

.peace

democratic development shorvs the
way forward to socialism," which,
they make clear, "requires the exercise of political power by the working class and other strata of working

PeoPle'"

,G *

ir

The party defeated the revisionist
idea that the independence of the
Communist Party of the USA could
be established only at the expense
of lvorking-class internationalism.
According to this view, the measure
of party independence was to be
found in the extent to rvhich we criticized socialist governments and
other communist parties. Revisionists raised the right of such criticism
to the level of a first principlc. Herc,
too, the revisionist idea coincided
with the cold war aim of splintering
the international communist movement,
Each party should exercise its own

judgment in estimating

events

atroad, as in other matters. But this
is not the most important measure

independence of a party. In
,its trne sense, the party establishes
its independence when it is able to
assimilate critically its own experi-

of the

ence,

in the first place-as well as

world experience-in the very proof elaborating its line in the context of national conditions.
. Without this, neither party progiess nor efiective internationalism is
cess

possible This is the only way we can
hope to solve the many problems of
the mass movement and of our relation to,it, and present a perspective

for progress that will stimulate and
inspire the regeneration crf the party
and of the broad progressive forces.
We must have confidence in our

orvn atility to understand, better
than anyone else, the requirements
of party policy in the United States,

and what the party must do to play
its proper role of leadership.
Perhaps, because of the revisionist
attack, we did not reaffirm this basic
approach boldly enough. Nor, in my
opinion, did we with sufficient clarity define what was new in fraternal
relations among communist parties,
in view of the basic changes which
havc occurred in the world structure.
Today rve have a greater number
of communist parties in the world
than ever before, operating under a
wide variety of national conditions
within the socialist, newly independent and capitaiist parts of the
world. What is important in this
situation is the principle that there
are no leading or directing parties
in the international working class
movement, although all Communists
share a common: Marxist ideology
and socialist perspective. This prin-

TIIE STRUGGLE AGAINST
ciple rvas affirmed by many commu-

nist parties on the occasion of the
zrst Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union in ry5g. The Theses of
the recently held Congress of the
Italian Communist Party, approved

this declaration, emphasizing

"the

principle that there are no leading
fin the sense of directing] communist parties in the international
u,orkers' movement and that every
party is fully autonomous in the
iudgrnent of the situation that they
have to face and in the determination of their own policies, for which
they are responsible to their own people as to the workers of the world."
(Foreign Bulietin of the Italian CP,

REVISIONISM
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Our victory over revisionism on this
score, embodies all the other victories on difierent questions. In rescuing the party, vre have retained the
po\\,er to move forward.
In this respect, there is one matter

of principle that is crucial, and still
has to be set right. I hope the National Committee wiil proceed immediateiy to restore democratic centralism as the acknorvledged principle of party organizations, as decided by the Convention. This is not
a question of form, as the revisionists

it is a fundamental guide to a
living, flexible, developing inner reheld;

lation kretween maximum democracy

and central coliective leadership,
rvhich excludes rule by personal

No. rr, Nov. 1959, p.73)
We have on occasion made similar
statements. I think I am right in saying this is the way rve view the matter also. Now it is up to us bring this
principle fully into play, by showing
how rvell we can develop the theory
and tactic of the democratic antimonopoly united front in the prime
country of monopoly capitalism.
tit{B

authority or by burocratic methods.
We need it in order to stimulate the
fullest membership participation in
the making and critical evaluation
of policy, greater initiative and autonomy of decision together with collectivity of leadership, the adaptation
of party fbrms and methods to the
needs of the surrounding mass of

The fact that we are here, gather-

sidue of the fight against revisionism

ed in National Committee after an
important co.nvention, with the com-

mon need and Cesire to push forward along a single line, is in itself
sufficient answer to the revisionist
contention that a communist PartY,
as a Marxist vanguard PartY, is no
longer justified in the United States.

workers and progressives.

However, the most harmful reis a tendency to backslide into dogmatic and doctrinaire positions. This
is not an attributc possessed exclusivelv by this or that political
tendency; it does not trelong alone
to this or that factional shadow.
Even when it is acknowledged that
nerv methods are required to activate
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the party in the present situation,
the old weakness arises amongst us
to rely too much upon tactical considerations and solutions of separate
practical qlrestions, without relatior-t
to guiding theory and perspective.
These harmful tendencies imPede
the probing of new questions, discourage efforts to evolve a perspective
based on more than shortrange considerations, and can lead to theoret'
ical steriliry. If we want to renew

the party from the midst of aroused

workers, militant Negro

people,

;rgitated youth, intellectuals dismayed at cultural and moral decay, and
all those ea5fer to revitalize democ-

racy-we

ourselves must be dismaY'

ed, agitated, militant and aroused.
Least of all could we attract nnyone'
if rve were to remain engrossed in
narrow doctrinal questions, instead
of deepening and extending our
Marxist thought by grappling afresh
with the real problems of the day'
This is the measure of our devotion
to the people's present needs and
problems, and of our ability to generate a vital and confident vision of
the path forward.
We should reject whatever remnant there may be of the idea that,
judging from past experiences of the
part/: the defeat of revisionism

r.r,ithin must inevitably be followed
by a period of doctrinaire quiescence.

'Ihis is the peace of inertia, of conservatism, of doing things the good
old way. Some of the old ways are

lrly Friend: touis E.

Burnham*

By James E. Jackson

also gcod, but tliey have to be infused

with a new spirit, and renewed

by

new insights and new methods.
During the next two years at least,
the party will be shaped and guided
by this National Committee. All ot
us should set an example by deliberately preventing any element of
dogmatism or of outmoded concepts

of rigid
trenched

work.

I

strategy from getting enin our thinking and in our
think we can do this better,

the more rapidly and the more solidly we elaborate the Convention
perspective of democratic anti-mon.

opoly struggle. Side by side with
this, we need a concerted and inten-

sive campaign of political and theoretical education, starting in the
party but reaching outward, and
utilizing all our publications for this
purpose. I am convinced that if we
do these things, the party will be able
better to solve a myriad of practical
questions, for it will be propelled
intc action as a dynamic political
force, rvith a unifying and inspiring
perspective.

I

I met my friend and he was a year younger.
was at a planning meeting of the National Negro Youth Congress

was not yet zo when first

It

in 'We
Washington, D. C., and Ed Strong had made the introductio,ns.

were to room logether that night but we never got to bed. (The
night was for sleeping only for the old people who had reached the improbable age of 35 or so; for the youth of our day, the night was made for
talk.) All night we talked. Ideas fowed {rom Louis like the waters
of a mountain spring-fresh, clear, sparkling.
That night we discpryered a great kinship in our outlook and the common idea-foundation fpr a friendship that was to bind us closer than
brothers, and abided gfll life's end without the interruption of a single
quarrel.

My friend was plain-mannered, l"Un ,rorr. of the gloss and ostentation which we often associate with the distinguished and the accomplished.
Yet he was an uncommonly talented man with a wide range of achievements which distinguished him notably from his fellows.
My friend was his brother's keeper, in the Biblical sense of the phrase.
He never commercialized his vast knowledge and great oratorical and
writing skills to amass personal treasure.
He had command of all the disciplines and arts of the organizer, but
he never invoked them for self-aggrandizement.
My friend was a personally brave and courageous man who knew no
fear in the presence of the enefirlr yet there was no trace of the thrill
seeker or adventurer within him.
All the fighting,power of his being, all the strength of his sterling
character, all the wide range of his reason, the poetry of his soul, the tender
sentiments of his heartz all of himself, he committed to the services of
his fellowman.
'thtl

is.the terd-o-f-an,address Celivered at the Louis E, Butnham Mcmorial Meetiug, hcld in

-- York City, April 28, 196O---Ibe Bditor.
New
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mob still commanded the townsquare, but he was alone at the Sylacaga
massacre.

My friend held the honored rank of leader. He led primarily by virtuc
of the power of attraction of his example. He was a veteran of numero'us
battles io the continuing crusade ol tLe Negro people for full_rights and
hqman dignity; of the workingmen for bread and the-political power to
secure it; 7y nll ,^rr" of mankind for peace; of the real American nation
for democratic fulfillment.
His faith in man,s power and destiny to fashion a wholly just society,
free from the shadows of war and chains of oppression, was not compounded of a dreamer's idyl. It was conviction projected from that science
Lf so.i.ty and social development associated with the names of Marx
and Lenin.
For my brother was a dedicated socialist in whose life's work the
contradiction between theory and practice did not exist.

Among other things, he did ,t.r.trhirrgr,

Hard was the ground U*, ,origfri were the furrows he ploughed' He
broke the entomblng topsoil of the fallow land and exposed the rich
brown loam to the sun.
He planted those lonely furrows with golden seeds. From their union
with the sunlight and the rich brown earth, a veritable forest of tall,
straight pines h"ave come: The white pine and_the blac-frpine, side by side;
wi*i tt ii. boughs entwined and their heads lifted toward the sunruffied, but unbowed before the harsh Southern winds.
pines which can stand against the southern storms do not grow on
fallow soil, though the land be hard and rocky.
They are thJ harvest of the pioneer ploughma-n's toil.
nehola your monument, oh pibneer: A young forest has arisen with
powers to becalm the Southern storms.
' The cause Louis Burnham so nobly upheld will triumph.

o He led for a decade that advance guard of the new South aborning
Negro Youth Congress.
-thewasSouthern
o He
the inspirer, herald and counselor of a generation of fighters
for Negro freedom. His writings will continue to illuminate the
way forward to our victory.
o He discovered and nourished the spark of creativity and truth in

.

so many.

He gave so generously of the abundance of his good
and wise counsel to all those about him.

comradeship

of worldly goods he shared with the needy he knew.
His family was his intimate pride and joy. His love Jg fit wife and
children warmed all who knew the Burnhams with its rollicking radiance.
A11 he had

,.

1

'

when a book is written of the life of this gentle and gallant Knight,
will be chapters that will read like a Dumas novel.
For my friend was a hero who marched often in the shadow o{ death;
in Willie'McGhee country in Mississippi; under the guns of "Bull" Connor in Birmingham; we were together at columbia, Tennessee, when the

there

Many ol our readers tuill be anxious to contribute to the Louis E.
Burnham Fund uhich is designed exclusiuely to prauide for the well'being
ol his family and the education ol his cltildren-three girk a1d. a boy. The
Fund is administered by a Board of Trustees consisting of Shirley G-raham
Du Bois, lohn T. MclLanus, and George B. Murphy, lr. Contributions
should. be'made out and addressed to the Louis

E. 4th Street, New York 9, N.

Y.*Ti

e

Editor.

E. Burnham Fund, r97
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What inspiring times we live in!

of Wodd Marxist

Re-

evils. Socialism will win out it, our

ac.u, says:
"One of the Leninist principles of
political skill is that, in order to involve millions in active struggle, prop,
aganda and agitation are not enough.
What is needed is the political experience of the masses themselves. The
Party cannot wait passively for the
masses to acquire this experience on
their own. It should be our task to
help the rnasses draw conclusions."
We are living in the last stronghold
of capitalism. Sometimes we forget

,ime.

this, and so when we meet temporary

lmagine the incredible wonders of science. Imagine the overtaking of capitalism by the socialist lands. Look at
the events in China, in Cuba. Look
at the liberation movements in Asia,
Africa and now Latin America. How
can anyone calling himself a Marxist

Communist-feel
-a
down-heartedl

discouraged or

We are witnesses to the triumph of
man over nature, of man over social

As I write, the heroic struggle of
the Negro people, led by the youth
(is not that itself symbolic of our
agel ), is gaining force. The labor
movement seems at long last to be
waking up to the cry of peace. And
I need not remind you of the impetus
brought to the labor movemcnt by the
struggle of the steelworkers. There

are many more issues I could mention.
But one thing stands out above all
else in these events. They are all,
ultimately, rhe struggles of mass mouemenlt, not the actions of small groups.
Are not these recent upsurges of the
working class and its illiei the real

setbacks we become disillusioned and

defeatist. We fail

to

realize that in

many ways the progressive movement
in our country has the hardest of
all jobs. But we, as American Marxists, also have an advantage. We
know our enemy and we know-or
should know-our friends. And who

is our most trusted friendl The ordinary worker. I believe many of our
comrades forget this point. They do
not know, do not trust, do not- loue

the working class, as Lenin,

Debs

and other great leaders loved it.
Sometimes when I read the writings
of certain comrades or hear them speak,
I sense a dangerous attitude. I call it

beg.innings of what we are working
for I
The experiences of our Party have
_
shown that lve must help workers to
learn frorn their own struggles and ex-

elitism. It goes like this: "Look
here, you workers. Listen to me; I
am a Marxist. Therefore, you follow
rne, for I am the vanguard." A bit
crude, but rhat is what is really meant.
We as Marxists do not believe we
are supcrior to anyone else. We are
the vanguard, not the elite. 'We

periences.. This lesson 1s expressed
also in the textbook, Foundations of

M arxism-Leninism, recently published

in the Soviet Union. The iumma.v
of this book, printed in the Decerri- an
6z

inseparable parr

of the

are

working

class. We are not above the workers,
but march with them. If we lead them
or guide them, we do so as a part of
them, not as outsiders.

A

Communist

is an advanced, class-conscious worker
who is in his every pore a member of
his class. Why don't we stress this

morel Why do some Communists
pretend intellectual superiorityl Why
don't we trust the workers more and
learn from them, as for example the
Chinese Communists have done?
We must identify ourselves with

the workers in every possible struggle.
No legitimate strike, no protest movement, no political campaign in which
workers are involved should be outside our perspective. I would go so
far as to say there shouldn't be a
grievance we'don't suPport. Not alivays in a physical way; unfortunately

theie are nbt'enough Communists for
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instead of a hard-working guy breaking his back to earn enough to sup
port his family. We must reach him

on his own level.
Why is so much of our writing cold
and unemotional, reportage instead of
interpretation, full of economic statistics instead of human eventsl Some-

I read The Worfter or
Political Affairs, I shudder: is this
stufi supposed to be read by workersl

times when

I

don't mean that everything should be
for four-year-olds, but too

written

much

It

of the writing is unemotional.

doesn't sparkle with the fire of real
partisanship for the goals we seek.

Did The Worfter get into the steel
strike with both feetl During the
strike there were weeks when there
was nothing but a small item stuck
way in the back. I can't accept the
excuse that there was nothing to write

that. But if we sPread our influence
in every way available, then each little

about. There is so much to write

bone to gain his confidence. We must
show hilm we are with him in his

is over. That is whY, to some extent, our role in the steel strike was
not fully successful. We should have

example. During the recent rubber
strike, The Worfter completely overlooked issues like the thirty-hour
week, raised during the strike. We
came in late on the Packinghouse
strike. We completely ignored strikes
in the construction fields and in the
teamsters in New York. We did well
with the New York hospital strike and
with Henderson, N. C. But on the
whole the paper has not done well
in handling the latest developments in

issued leaflets at every
'toimpotrant &rrn.
I think we tend sPeak to the
American worker on too high a level.
We expect him at times to be a Marxist

Why can't The Worrter get more
information articles on labor in its columnsl Couldn't an article or two on

struggle will be our stttggle.
havJloo long allowed our enemies to
smear us in the mind of the American
worker. W'e must break our everY
We

eueryday struggles,
butter fights.

his

We niust plug awaY

bread-and-

unendinglY,

without pause. Most of all, once we
become part of a struggle we must
stick to it. W'e must not iumP rn rn

the middle of a strike and leave when

it

about during a national strike that the
paper should always be full of items of
interest, articles of guidance and interpretation, etc.
But the steel strike is not the only

labor.

rt
r
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the Soviet worker be left out for one
on the American workerl Couldn't we
bring back that "Labor Notes" columnl Perhaps there is no real answer
until we get a Daily Worfter.
One problem that bothers workers
a lot is taxes. I've heard them say:

"It's too bad we can't strike for lower
taxes." I've often wondered why our
movement has not gotten into the
anti-tax movement more concretely.
Shouldn't we take the lead in opposing new taxesl Shouldn't we demand
lo*er taxes on working peoplel When
have we had a leaflet or an article
on lower taxes? Why are we so hesitantl Here is one issue where not only
workers but many sections of the
middle class could be rallied. Couldn't
we begin Some type of anti-tax movement which would be linked up with
our disarmament program, our peace
programl
But taxes are not the onlY issue
on which we have not utilized our infuence. There are others. We should
not be so slow. We have too many

up their

heads,

for salvation. Lenin

would

socialists who throw

curse the Reuthers and the Meanys
and then turn to the good old Soviet

workets

have told such comrades

to pay more

to the American workers,
After all, our job is here. W'e can
find inspiration in the Soviet experiattention

ence, but we should spend more time

creating ozr socialist land.

That is one reason we must stress
ouf heritage more in our publications. Wotrldn't this help us to
identify ourselves

as an

Americaa party

and to expose the "foreign agent"
tag with which we have been slanderod I

Let us get back to knowing our
Let us learn his
ways. Let us speak to him in plain

American lvorker.

T\T/O SPRING TITLES

English on the questions that concern
him.

A

Steel Worker.

THE AMERICAN REVO'IrUT|ON:

if*4+

In the belief that

By Herberf

Boslon, Mass.
public evaluation

of recent events has been hindered

by

a lack of clear definition of terms, the
following are ofiered pending further
reconnaissance

into the

problem.

U-2. Airplane

employed

for

peaceful

weather observation. Derivation:
U-boat, underwater craft used for
peaceful oceanography,

c. rgr4.

misinterpt'et. To believe something on the day it is said.
Bi-partisanship. Doing two things at
once. Cf. "bi-lingual," "bi-focal,"

To

"by and by."
Camera. Weather instrument.

Keeping the door open. A way of
getting what you want while ap
pearing not to want it. Cf. ]ohn
Hay, "Open Door Policy."
Poison pin. Weather instrument.
H-Bornb. Weather instrument.

Apology.

A kind of Russian

homo-

sexuality. (Archaic: A diplomatic
instrument frequently used when
the airplanes of one counry fly
over the territory of anotherl also,
over and over again demanded by
Woodrow Wilson from the Central

with reference to
ine warfare, ryr4-r9r7).
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Apiheker

Price $3.50

This second book in Dr. Aptheker's History of the Americao
People answers s;ch questions is: \7as thc American Revolutio,r
realiv a REVOLUTION? Vhat vcre its sources? Did class divisions
with'in the colonies determine its narure? Did the majoriry of Amer'
ican people support it? How did the Committees o-f Correspondence
and ihe Continintal Congtess come into bcing? How were Tories
and traitors treated by the military? \7hat v'as the role of the Negro people, free and ilave? til7hat was the relation of slavery to the
i-ndeien-dence struggle? These and many other questions are
in a Marilst analysis tirat makes this book indispensable.

answlered

An Internatiorral title.

COMPOSER AND NATION: THE FOLK
HERITAGE IN MUSIC
By Sidney Finkelstein

Secrecy. National defense (Russian).
Silencer. Weather instrument.

I7

Price $4.00

This srudy surveys four cenruries of music, focusing..not only
on rhe great lgth century composers who consciously allied their
art wi*inational tradition, soch- us Smetana, Dvorak, Tchaikovsky,
Mussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsakov, but.throws light on the masters
who wi-ote during the period

of the rise of modern nations,

such

Vivaldi, Handel and Bach. The author treats in a new and fresh
way with the classic era of Haydn, Mozatt, Beethoven and Schubert,
and uncovers the social and psychological issues that affected the
as

work of the romantic composers like Schuman, Chopin, Bedioz,
\Tasner and Brahms. He alio discusses the moderns, like Debussy,

Mah"ler, Stravinsky and others, and appraises American iazz, contemporary Soviet music and other musical developments. An International book.
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